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ABSTRACT
ELECTROSTATIC MICROACTUATORS FOR MIRROR AND OTHER
APPLICATIONS
by
Xingtao Wu
Micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) based electrostatic micro actuators are
becoming important building blocks for innovations in optical signal processing and
computing systems due to their inherently small size, high density, high speed and low
power consumption. Generally, the principle of operation in these systems can be
described as: an electrostatic attractive force causes a mechanical rotation, translation or
deformation of a mirror plate, controlling the power, phase or direction of a light beam
while it propagates through some medium or through free space. The fast paced,
competitive research and development efforts widely being undertaken, both in academia
and industry, are demanding simple, fast methods for the design of quasi-static mirror
systems, with a large, stable, analog range of operation. In addition fast prototyping
methods are in demand for the proof of concept fabrication of these mirror designs. This
dissertation addresses these research topics by presenting 1) a general capacitance-based
quasi-static design theory and methodology for electrostatic micro actuators, 2) a study of
electrostatic travel range extension methods to minimize the pull in effect, and 3) a fast
prototyping approach for electrostatic mirror devices using ultra thin silicon wafer
bonding and deep reactive etching technologies.
In the first topic, two fundamental capacitance-based differential equations are
developed for the quasi-static description of electrostatic micro actuator systems. A
structural equation is developed to represent the coupled electromechanical response of
the system under applied voltage bias, and a pull in equation is determined to identify the
intrinsic collapse point beyond which an actuator system no longer has a stable
equilibrium, the so-called pull in point. These equations are applied to various complex
electrostatic micro actuator systems to predict specific quasi-static behavior. A unitless
equation is introduced for each actuator category, and based on it, a design method is
proposed to quickly provide specifications for a particular desired performance of an
electrostatically actuated micro-mirror system.
In the second topic, and as an application of the proposed design methodology,
the travel range extension issue is addressed leading to two new methods to increase
travel range by sacrificing driving voltage. Both methods are applied directly in the
electrostatic domain. The first method utilizes a series capacitor to modulate the effective
actuation voltage across the variable capacitor micro mirror. The second method utilizes
negative feedback due to the coulombic repulsive interaction between charge layers
inserted between the micro mirror electrodes. An analytical study of representative mirror
devices is presented, and verification of the travel range extension models is provided via
finite element analysis (FEA) simulation.
As a further application of the design methodology developed as part of the first
research topic, three state-of-the-art micro actuator systems are designed and studied: 1) a
variable optical attenuator (VOA), 2) an optical cross connect device (OXC) and 3) an
electrostatically tunable, wavelength selecting device. FEA simulations are used to
confirm design specifications.
In the third research topic, VOA and electrostatically tunable, wavelength
selecting devices are fabricated using fast prototyping via ultra thin wafer bonding and
deep reactive etching (DRIE) technologies. Both silicon wet-etching and SU-8 patterning
are investigated for the formation of mirror gaps. Testing in the mechanical domain and
partial device characterization in the optical domain is provided for these devices.
Finally, as a demonstration that the actuator design approach developed in this
thesis can be applied to systems other than micro mirrors, we use the approach to design
an innovative true mass flow sensor using an electrostatic resonant beam as the sensing
element.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The foundation of Micro-Elec o-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) technology dates back at
least to the early 1960s [1]. The field has given rise to many important applications,
particularly in inertial and pressure sensing. It is believed that the next innovative
implementation of MEMS technology will include applications in the optical signal
processing and computing field [2] where MEMS based micro optic devices inherently
offer s all s ze, high density, high speed, low power consumption and high reliability.
This emerging optical MEMS technology favors the electrostatic actuation mechanism,
based in part on the fact that the elastic properties of MEMS structural materials and the
electric field of the free space gap scale differently with decreasing device dimensions. It
is found that micron-sized gaps, which are frequently used in microactuator systems, can
generate electric fields higher than 10 6(V ) by application of only several volts bias
voltage. In Table 1.1, a comparison of different microactuation schemes is given to
support the MEMS community's current preference to use electrostatic actuation over
other mechanisms. In part, because of its better compatibility with existing IC
technology, as indicated in Table 1.1, electrostatic actuators are expected to become one
of the most common micro-mechanical components in developing complex optics-
oriented micro-systems.
Electrostatic actuator based micro mirrors are usually referred to as those
microscopic optical mirrors that display mechanical motion through a capacitor system in
response to an external bias voltage or current source. Generally, the principle of
operation in these systems can be described as: an electrostatic attractive force causes a
2mechanical rotation, translation or deformation of a mirror plate, controlling the power,
phase or direction of a light beam while it propagates through some medium or through
free space. "There is plenty of room at the bottom" [3]. As for optical MEMS (OMEMS)
devices, if the light wavelength that is being modulated or steered is much smaller than
the physical size of the micro mirror, the micro lever mirror displacement, as can be
actuated by electrostatic forces, will be sufficient for light modulation and steering
purposes. OMEMS are becoming important building blocks for the innovations of optical
signal processing and computing systems. For example, electrostatic actuator based
OMEMS switching fabric is a critical sub system in the all-optical network that is
currently being considered for dynamic traffic control of DWDM wavelengths [4]. Other
typical devices currently under research and development (R&D) are tunable optical
attenuators [5], optical filters [6], spatial light modulators [7], light valves [8],
interferometers and spectrometers [9] and micro displays [10], to name a few. R&D
efforts are currently being widely undertaken, both in academia and industry, and the fast
paced competitive atmosphere demands 1) a simple methodology for the design of the
electrostatically driven mirror systems [11], 2) a much larger, stable range of micromirror
operation before the so-called pull in instability occurs [12], and 3) a fast prototyping
method for the realization of proof of concept devices to demonstrate mirror designs.
Table 1.1 Comparison of typical microactuation mechanisms for optical MEMS
research and development
Actuation Mechanism Power 	 Force
consumption density
Switching
rate
Electronics
source
Standard IC
compatibility
Electromagnetic
Electrostatic
Low
	
Vledium
Low 	 Medium
ms-ms
ms-vs
High current
High voltage
Poor
Good
Thermal High 	 -ugh <ms Medium voltage Normal
3In general, the quasi-static modeling of an electrostatic actuator system demands
self-consistent computing in the coupled electrostatic and mechanical elastic energy
domains. Quasi-static characteristics can be obtained by finite element method (FEM)
[13-17], but the complex solid building and meshing processes require expert know-how,
and the final time-consuming computation demands enhanced hardware sources.
Furthermore, the FEM treatment is deficient in identifying dynamic properties, which are,
at present, alternatively treated by macromodeling the actuators using system level circuit
simulators [18,19]. In comparison to FEM methods, analytical approaches are efficient
for simple systems such as vertical piston-only and pure torsion actuators [20], but
because it has been traditionally implemented by balancing electrostatics force with
elastic restoring forces, it has been difficult to apply to complex actuator systems where
expressions for the force equations are not straightforward. Examples of such complex
systems include actuators with shaped electrodes, systems with built-in strain stiffening
and systems where the effects of fringing fields cannot be ignored. This force-balancing
approach is also awkward when applied to systems where both torsion and bending are
important. Also, is the approach is challenging when applied to systems with more than
one degree of freedom (DOF). For these reasons, the focus of the dissertation is on
applying capacitance-based theory for analytical modeling, avoiding the difficulties of
the force-balanced approach. The quasi-static properties of a wide range of simple and
complex systems are treated using capacitance-based equations, and the effectiveness of
the approach is verified using both software-based FEA simulations and, in some cases,
comparison with measured data using microfabricated structures.
Applied Voltage
z
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undeflected
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Mechanical
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Figure 1.1 An ideal one-dimensional parallel-plate electrostatic actuator with linear
restoring force and graph showing actuator defection versus voltage [21].
One important quasi-static property of electrostatic actuators is the pull in
phenomenon. Due to the nonlinear electrostatic force, the electrostatic actuation
intrinsically exhibits a pull in phenomenon in which the elastic restoring force cannot
balance the electrostatic force, causing the movable electrode plate to collapse down into
the well to make mechanical contact with the substrate or counter electrode. Fig. 1.1
illustrates the mechanism of the pull in event by using a simple parallel plate actuator.
The range of motion for analog tuning is limited by this instability. "Leveraged bending"
and "strain stiffening" approaches have been introduced to extend the stable travel range
[21]. These methods are applied in the mechanical domain. In this thesis, two new travel
range methods are introduced, which are applied directly in the electrostatic domain.
Many alternative micro mirror device concepts are being considered for optical
applications [22, 23], making it necessary rapidly fabricate prototypes in order to quickly
verify these concepts. Bulk micromachining is desirable since it allows for the creation of
optically flat surfaces and the application of multiple stress isolation techniques. Single
crystal silicon substrates are desirable for any reasons related to the properties of silicon
including:
4
51	 High ratio of modulus over volume density
2. Low defect density and high fracture strength
3. Good transparency at IR wavelengths
4. Standard CMOS compatibility
5. Optical coating compatibility
As can be seen in Fig. 1.2, which plots the dependence of light transmittance
versus light wavelength, for light wave manipulation at IR wavelengths, the lightly doped
silicon substrate is a good candidate as a transmission medium. Through the
implementation of commercially available ultra thin silicon wafers, the actuation voltage
of the bulk micromachined devices can be decreased to an acceptable level while, at the
same time, maintaining high enough switching speed. Deep reactive ion etching (DRIE)
enables the high aspect ratio vertical micromachining. At the same time, this method
leaves the optical surface of interest untouched by, for example, the wet etching
chemicals used in alternative approaches that are believed to roughen the mirror, and
hence deteriorate optical performance [24].
The above three topics have been studied at the Microelectronics Research Center
(MRC), at New Jersey Institute of Technology (NJIT), in the efforts to develop wafer-
bonded micro-mirror technology for device applications involving the modulation and
steering of IR light. This dissertation addresses these topics by 1) presenting a general
electrostatic microactuator design theory and methodology, 2) elaborating new
electrostatic travel range extension methods, and 3) investigating fast prototyping of
micro-mirror devices using ultra thin silicon wafer bonding and deep reactive etching
technologies.
5000 4000 	 3000 	 2000 	 1000
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Figure 1.2 Light transmittance versus wavelength.
In this dissertation, the design methodology of mirror devices is discussed in
detail in Chapter 2. It includes:
(1) Introduction (section 2.1) --- A Theory for Quasi-static Descriptions of
Electrostatic Micro Actuators (section 2.1.1), Quasi-static Design Methodology and
Actuator Classification (section 2.1.2), and Pull in studies of non-deformable torsion
actuator systems (sections 2.1.3);
(2) Electrostatic methods of the travel range extension (section 2.2) --- series
capacitor method (section 2.2.1), charge injection method (section 2.2.2) and their
simulations (section 2.2.3 and section 2.2.4)
(3) Pull in analysis of a complicated actuator system (section 2.3) --- torsion
actuators with shaped electrodes (section 2.3.2), the effect of strain stiffening on system
pull in (section 2.3.3) and the effect of fringe field capacitance (section 2.3.4).
In Chapter 3, three state-of-the-art application systems are investigated: variable
optical attenuators (VOA), high angular torsion mirrors for the optical cross connect
7fabric (OXC), and an electrostatic tunable IR wavelength selector are designed using the
methodology. Finite element analysis simulation is used to verify mirror designs. Ultra
thin silicon wafer bonding technology, combined with the deep reactive etching (DRIE)
process, is employed for fast prototyping of the electrostatic micro mirrors.
Finally, as a demonstration that the actuator design approach developed in this
thesis can be applied to systems other than micromirrors, the approach is used to design
an innovative true mass flow sensor using an electrostatic resonant beam as the sensing
element. (sections 3.5.1-3.5.3).
CHAPTER 2
DESIGN METHODOLOGY
2.1 Introduction
In this section general capacitance-based differential equations are developed to describe
the quasi-static behavior of an arbitrary electrostatic micro actuator system. The
displacement and voltage parameters are then normalized with respect to their pull in
values, yielding a general, unitless structural equation that valid for a wide variety of
electrostatic actuators. Using this theory, a straightforward design approach is developed,
and is used to model a range of simple and complex actuators to determine specified pull
in solutions and actuation curves.
2.1.1 A Theory for Quasi-static Descriptions of Electrostatic Micro Actuator
Electrostatic micro actuators are those microscopic variable capacitor systems that exhibit
mechanical motion in response to an applied external electrical bias source. There have
been numerous articles on quasi-static modeling for many kinds of electrostatic actuators
[25-31]. Usually theoretical modeling has been accomplished by balancing the elastic
restoring force with the attractive electrical force to construct a structural equation and
obtain a pull in solution. For example, the maximum fractional travel range before pull
in is calculated to be 0.33 and 0.44 for the parallel rigid plate capacitor system and the
full plate torsion actuator system, respectively [25, 26]. For the purpose of obtaining
larger travel range, incorporation of a series capacitor circuit has been recently reported
by Chan et al. [27]. Actuations using various electrode shapes [28] and sizes [29], and
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9actuations involving strain stiffening [30] and residual stresses [31] have also been
investigated.
An electrostatic actuator can be modeled as a variable capacitor suspended by
elastic springs as shown in Fig. 2.1. To elucidate the theory in a succinct manner, the
equations are derived under the assumption that the spring stiffness matrix has only non-
zero diagonal elements that are constants and independent of the actuated structure strain.
Springs
X2
Ar3i, 	 X I
Fixed ends
Figure 2.1 A sketch of model of a 3D electrostatic actuator system
Applying the energy conservation law to the electro-mechanical system and
equation in the force domain as:
ac ac ac1v2vc,
2	 21 ax(i) 	 axo) 	 ax(k)
where C is the actuator capacitance of the system, and e
a structural
K (1)
	0	 0
0	 K ( ' )
	0	 (1)
0	 0	 K(k)
and x( are orthogonal spring
2 = {X (i) (i) (k)
differentiating with respect to displacement components, x(i), results in
stiffness and displacement components, respectively. Multiplying by x on both sides of
(3)(i)VPIN -
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Eq. (1) and differentiating with respect to x (1) , yields the pull in equation of the structure:
(i)
=x PIN
0 	 (2)
Hence the pull in voltage can be derived as:
The above three equations govern the quasi-static behavior of electrostatic micro
actuators, from which displacement dependence on applied bias voltage can be obtained
by Eq. (1) and pull in displacement and voltage can be obtained by Eqs. (2) and (3),
respectively.
The static characteristics of an arbitrary electrostatic micro actuator are
determined by the 1st and 2nd derivatives of the overall capacitance of the actuator
system with respect to displacement. Therefore, the design of an actuator system is
actually a design of the derivatives of the system capacitance. From the pull in equations,
it can also be concluded that pull in displacement has no spring stiffness dependence, and
the stiffness only contributes to the pull in voltage. This is true for actuator problems
without strain stiffening and residual stress effects. Those equations are also valid for
actuator systems with multiple capacitors. When using them, one needs to plug in overall
capacitance instead of the single variable capacitance. The capacitance-based equations
imply an electrostatic method for the purpose of large travel range actuator design, which
will be addressed later in section 2.2.
In real applications, the actuator system is usually engineered to be a one degree
where, A is defined as A x dxr 1 dC
L x dx
V
, and U =
VPIN
x
xPIN
x=xPIN
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of freedom (1 DOF) system, so assume a 1 DOF actuator system and rewrite Eq. (1) at
the pull in point as:
2
i
xPIN VP IN
Its combination with the general structural equation cancels out spring parameters
and yields a two-parameter unitless equation:
A • U 2 = 1 , 	 (5)
1 dC
1 dC
2 dx PIN
(4)
The unitless structural equation, Eq. (5), is valid for 1 DOF electrostatic actuator
systems. If an analytical approximation can be found for the capacitance, the actuation
curve can be obtained using the design flow shown in Fig. 2. This enables actuator
designers to obtain characteristics of an electrostatic micro actuator quickly without
going through exhaustive force analysis. As an example, consider a parallel rigid plate
capacitor	 oE A system where the capacitance expression is simply C = 	 . Solving the(D — x)
8KD3
pull in equations leads to X pIN = - D and VP/N — 	  . Here, A is the plate area, D3	 27E0A
and x are the initial and biased gap depth, respectively, and K is the spring constant.
Defining X = 	 x , the unitless electro-mechanical response equation is obtained as
X PIN
2U = X • ( 3 	X)	 (6)
X
The two normalized parameters, voltage and displacement, are deliberately
ation Curve
^'' -^ = 1 
A
ACap acit a
d
V
Pity
1 d C
Prnr -X PIM dx PLY X =
-X PIA'Pull in position
Pull in voltage
Elastici
Dimensions
—lb` VFW = 412 Kiti Oh pp(
1 dC
_X eh 
d C
I 4 PLYA'
PI Y "--"`"
A
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arranged on different sides of the equation. If the initial gap depth is 3pm and the pull in
voltage is calculated to be 12V, then for 0.11.tm displacement, 5.5V actuation voltage is
required. It should be noted that the introduction of the normalized variables makes the
equation unitless, implying that this equation is the characteristic equation governing
essentially all 1D parallel plate capacitor systems, whatever the materials and dimensions
are. In fact, Eq. (6) is the explicit form of Eq. (5) in the case of 1D parallel plate systems.
Figure 2.2 Design flow for a 1D actuator system. The equation for the actuation curve usually can
be specified for each actuator type.
Another example is the rectangular full-plate torsion actuator, for which
capacitance is in the form of C = 
FAA
 In 	 . The pull in deflection angle is
LO D - LO
calculated to be Om 0.44. tan - (D/L), and the corresponding pull in voltage is
4.48U 2 = O.440.	 0.44e)
—1
—O.440
1.0
Parallel plate piston type actuator
• 0 	 Torsion spring cantilever beam actuator
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
0.0 0.2 0.4 	 0.6 0.8 1.O
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VPIN , where & o is the torque stiffness, and D, W and L are the initial gap
depth, electrode width and length, respectively. By using the capacitance-based equation,
the	 specified	 unitless	 equation	 for	 this	 case	 is	 obtained	 as
, which agrees with the normalized equation
first introduced by the force analysis method [32]. Again this characteristic equation
should be the same for all pure torsion actuators, as shown in Fig. 2.3, which compares
torsion actuators with various actuation schemes.
pin
Figure 2.3 Characteristic actuation equation of pure torsion actuators and parallel plate actuators.
LiI2
L2
• 	 Li/2
Side view of the beam actuato
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It should be noted that he capacitance-based equations and the force-balanced
equations are principally the same in physics. Both approaches represent the law of
conservation of energy. The advantage in using the capacitance-based approach is that it
avoids the complicated force analysis and is most suitable for the analysis of complex
microactuator systems in which the usual force analysis is not straightforward. To
demonstrate its usage, a beam that is suspended by torsion springs at four ends and has a
rigid boss at the center, is simplified; and the pull in dependence on the length ratio of the
two capacitor types is solved. As shown schematically in Fig. 2.4, the movable electrode
plate of the actuator is suspended by a set of serpentine torsion springs, and undergoes
quasi-rigid deflection during electrostatic actuation.
Figure 2.4 The schematic of a torsion actuator with a rigid center boss. The boss is viewed as a
rigid body during actuation and the rotational sections are viewed as wedge-shaped for small gap
and displacement.
The two edge sections are assumed to have a wedge-shaped contour, with
capacitance that is given as Cl = OE WL 	 . By adding the center parallel plate
z D — z
W-L2capacitor C2 = OE 	, the overall capacitance of the actuator system is:
D — z
—A— Pull in position VS. the length of center boss
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c 	  
D E0WL2
z 	 D–z D–z
where z is the center deflection of the beam, D is initial gap, and Wand Ll, L2 are the
beam width and length parameters, respectively. The pull in displacement is found to be
between 0.33 and 0.44 of the initial gap depth D, depending on the two length parameters
Ll and L2, (L=L1+L2) as shown in Fig. 2.5.
(7)
0.44
0.42 	 -
o_ 0.40 	 -
.-=cso_ 0.38 -go
0.)
0.36 -
0.34
0 	 Ratio of LAIL
Figure 2.5 Pull in dependence on the length ratio of a wedge -shape capacitor with center boss.
This capacitance-based analytical approach is very suitable for actuator systems
with multiple capacitor elements for which the designer should plug in overall
capacitance. For example, in the analysis of the series capacitor method for extending
travel range in the electrostatic domain, the overall capacitance satisfies the relation
= Ca 	C; 1 , where a is the capacitance ratio at zero bias. For the case of a
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constant series capacitor, the characteristic equation is also the same because the system
is identical to the single capacitor system with a modified initial gap depth. If the series
capacitor is also a variable parallel plate capacitor, then the unitless actuation equation of
the system will also take the same form as that of a single parallel plate capacitor system.
The two separate actuation equations are added directly.
The equations and methods can be applied to handle complex actuator systems
with various electrode shapes and sizes, systems with non-negligible fringing field
effects, and systems with built-in spring stiffening, since all the derivations after using
the modified overall capacitance and stiffness expressions still hold. These issues will be
addressed in later sections.
2.1.2 Actuator Classification and Quasi-static Design Methodology
The design methodology presented in this disseration is based on the pull in theory which
says that a threshhold point exists in any electrostatic actuator system before which
motion of the system is continuous and can maintain a stable equilibrium. Beyond this
point, there is no stable equilibrium. The design methodology assumes the general fact
that electrostatic actuators can be specified by mechanical boundary conditions which, in
combination with the electrode design, will solely determine the pull in condition. A
common list of such actuators includes:
A. 1-D parallel rigid plate actuator
B. Pure torsion rigid cantilever actuator
C. Deformable cantilever actuator
D. Double-clamped deformable beam actuator
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E. Clamped deformable membrane actuator
If variations of electrode configuration and material elastic properties are
considered, this summary list would be sufficient to cover almost all actuators that have
been used to realize micro mirror system in the MEMS community, with comb drive
actuators as an exception. Variations in the electrode configuration include projection
factor (electrode fill factor from partial to full), electrode shape factor and fringing field
effects. Variations in material properties include strain stiffening. These possible actuator
variations are summarized in Fig. 2.6.
The multiple actuator types and variations make engineering design difficult if
any particular device design has to go through analysis separately. Fortunately, pull in
positions of these actuator types and variations have certain constant values through
which a design methodology can be derived. The design methodology normalizes the
actuation curve by comparing arbitrary displacement and corresponding voltage during
operation with the displacement and voltage at pull in. The two unitless variables, one for
displacement and one for actuation voltage, form a unique characteristic function for each
actuator type. For example, starting from capacitance C = 
FD A
 In  for a full-
LO D — LO
plate, rectangular, pure torsion actuator, the unitless characteristic function is derived as
0.440
I4.48U 2 = 0 3 [ 	 + In (1— 0.440)1	 Here, the normalized displacement and
1— 0.440
voltage parameters e and U are used, where 0 and U are the ratio of deflection angle
and voltage over the pull in values. The pull in values are found to be
0PIN 0.44 tan D/L)and VAIN 
0.83K9D3 
respectively. K9 is the torque 
E0L3w 
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stiffness, and D, W and L are the initial gap depth, electrode width and electrode length,
respectively.
Actuator Types with Variation Factors
ParaIllel Plate
Torsion Cantilever
Deformable Cantilever
Double Clamped beam
Clamped Membrane
Electrode Fill Factor
Electrode Shape Factor
Strain Stiffening Effect
Fringe Field Effect
Initial Gap modifications
Figure 2.6 Detailed actuator list with variation factors. Each line links to the center bar
representing an actuator type with one variation factor.
Referring to Fig. 2.6, although a real system would have all kinds of variation
factors, a practical design guide in engineering is to approximate the system with
acceptable accuracy. Reasonable simplification is always possible for a real system. For
example, for the ID parallel plate system, one can convienently ignore the strain
stiffening and residual stress effects to get only three variations: fill factor, fringing fields
and shaped electrodes. Furthermore, if the gap is narrow compared to the plate lateral
dimensions, one can also exclude fringing field effects. In this simple system, notice that
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the shaped electrode factor can be addressed as fill factor, so only electrode area and
spatial symmetry count. The latter is usually necessary to maintain a true parallel plate
actuation. The parallel plate system is the simplest and most useful actuator type that has
been implemented by MEMS researchers. Practical actuators that have been presented in
current real applications include:
Case 1: Full plate actuated parallel plate system
Case 2: Rectangular torsion cantilever actuators with fill factor
Case 3: Torsion actuators with shaped electrodes
Case 4: Deformable cantilever beam with fill factor and shaped electrodes
Case 5: Double clamped beam with strain stiffening and residual stress effect
Case 6: Clamped membrane with residual stress effects
Actuators 1-3 are rigid plate actuators, the other three actuators employ
deformable continuums. For rigid plate actuators with small amplitude displacement, the
system capacitance is usually independent of spring stiffness. In Fig. 2.7 a down stream
design flow is presented for actuator system where the capacitance and spring constant
are not coupled. In these systems the capacitance function has only spatial depedence and
does not explicitly contain spring parameters. In other words the strain stiffening and
residual stress effects are excluded. Usually for rigid plate systems and systems with
small-amplitude displacements and minimized thermal mismatch between materials, this
uncoupled model provides a good approximation. As mentioned above, the quasi-static
investigation provided in this disseration is targeted for the purpose of engineering
reference at acceptable accuracy.
Elasticity
Dimensions
Displacement
Contour
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In this design flow, the displacement contour of the movable electrode is first
used to obtain the capacitance expression, and material elasticity and device dimensions
are used to obtain the spring constant. Next, the capacitance expression is plugged into
the pull in position equation to obtain the pull in displacement Xpin. Xpin is then input
into the pull in voltage expression together with the spring constant to acquire the pull in
voltage. Stable operation values are then expressed as ratios over pull in values. Finally,
after noinnalizing the voltage and displacement data, a general actuation equation is
determined in step 5. A different equation is expected for each actutaor type.
Pull in Equation	 Pull in Equation
(Displacement)	 (Voltage)
Figure 2.7 A stream down flow illustrating the pull-in based design method.
As shown in Fig. 2.7, the actuator designer should follow the design flow in
reverse to extract actuator parameters at a physics level. The following sections introduce
analytical results for non-deformable actuator systems.
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2.1.3 Pull in Studies of Non-Deformable Torsion Actuator Systems
In this section emphasis is put on pull in solutions of non-deformable actuator systems.
The study of pull in is important not only because it reveals the allowable stable
operation region, but also because it provides useful information for actuator
optimization, for example to increase the efficiency of the applied drive voltage. The pull
in analysis also provides the preliminary information required to use the static design
method.
2.1.3.1 Series Connected System with Multiple Variable Parallel Plate Capacitors
Consider the series connection of parallel plate capacitors Cl and C2 Mechanically the
movable plates with area A l and A2 are suspended by two independent springs Ki and K2,
respectively. Two displacement variables are involved, X j and X2. Assuming identical
initial gap depth D, the system overall capacitance is written as:  
	 A2  /[ 	 +  A2
D—X 1 D— X2	 D—X1 D— X2
CI • C2c = 	 =6.0Cl +C 2    
It can be rewritten in single parallel plate form by inserting an arbitrary area factor
A.
C = E0A
Therefore the system pull in occurs at
3 A I A2
+
A2 PIN
(x1 X-)	 D 1	 1 
-717C2
MA
vi Cross sectional view
Actuation scheme of parallel plate series capacitors
Top view (layout)
ata
z
:';,,saatea
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)p/N 23In the case of A I =A 2 , this equation becomes (X I + X 2 	 = D which
suggests a travel range extension approach. To increase the stable operation region of C,,
for example, if K1=K2 and capacitor C2 is fixed, then X2=0 leads to pull-in position of Cl
at XI=2D/3. If A 1 =2A 2 , then X2=0 leads to X i =D for CI capacitor, i.e., full gap stable
operation for Ci. Fig. 2.8 is a schematic view of a series connected capacitor network
with one capacitor fixed.
Bending Springs
Figure 2.8 Schematic view of a series connected capacitor network with one capacitor fixed.
2.1.3.2 Rectangular Torsion Actuators with Partial Electrodes. As shown in Fig. 2.9,
Li and L are the lengths of the electrode and the proof mass, respectively. If the electrode
is located at the edge away from the spring, the capacitance is given by
C = 
L 1
	E0Wdx
D—(L— 4)0 — x0 0
n
D— (1— r)L0
D — LO  
It can be shown that as the electrode length ratio y ( y = /L) decreases from 1.0
to 0.1, 0 decreases from 44% to 33%, as shown in Fig. 2.10. This is not surprising since
as the ratio y decreases, the configuration is more like a simple parallel plate. The
actuation curves are all identical while y changes from 0.1 to 1.0.
Partial Actuation Scheme with Electrode at far end from springs
,410=61611111/NSIMM 	 ,SAM3K6
f.Icett:,de
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If the electrode is located at the edge close to the spring, the capacitance becomes
E° bcix	 E b In 	 DC = f	 =- 	  
D — x0 0 D — rL0
Taking the fill factor y as a state variable leads to relationship y • e = 0.44. The
full-gap travel range can be obtained by reducing the electrode length to 0.44L or less. As
for the characteristic function, it should be the same for all rigid pure torsion actuators
since the structural equation is normalized to be unit-less.
Partial Actuation Scheme with Electrode at near end from springs
Figure 2.9 The schematics of torsion mirrors with far-spring-end and near-spring-end electrode
actuations, respectively.
2 	 d 2 + ci2o 2
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2.1.3.3 Torsion Actuators with Elliptic-Shape Electrodes. The elliptical electrode
actuation schemeis is schematically illustrated also as Fig. 2.9, except that the electrode
should take the shape of a half ellipse, as shown in Fig. 2.11. The capacitance integral of
the system is given as
ydx	 b sin t(—a sin t)dt	
a
bsin 2 t
C = 2Efao  	 = 2sfoId 2 	
d — x0 'cJirt2 d—acost•O	 d — a0 cost
where a and b are semi major axis and semi minor axis, respectively and
tE (-7-t- / 2,7r/ 2).
The resulting capacitance is
[V_ d 2 + a 2 0 2[	
d + a0
E 0.5c 1 Tr + aOhl — d 2 + a202 + ( 2d 2 — 2a 20 2 )ArcTanh2
• Analytical Result
• MemCad Simulation
0.44
CZ, 0.40
0.36
0.32
C =
0.48
0.0 	 0.2 	 0.4 	 0.6 	 0.8 	 1.0
	
1.2
y=LIL
Figure 2.10 Analytical unitless pull-in position 0 of a cantilever rectangular torsion actuator with
electrode located at the far-end from torsion springs.
calf Elliptic Electrode
t-
♦• Y • 	 V • ♦ 	 • 	 ♦ •
•— Effect of a
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For full plate elliptical electrodes (where a=L), 0 is 0.4833, independent of the semi-
major axis a and semi-minor axis b, as shown in Fig. 2.12. A special case is actuation
with a full circular shape electrode in which a is equal to b. In this case the pull-in
position is 0.4833.
Figure 2.11 Layout and cross section views of full elliptic-electrode-actuated torsion actuator.
b/bo
0.50
O 0.45
0.40
0.0 0.5
	
1.0 	 1.5
	
2.0
	
2.5
a/ao
Figure 2.12 Effect of semimajor and semiminor axes a and b on unitless pull in position O of full
elliptic electrode actuation.
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In summary, the simple capacitance-based equations have been applied to various
complex actuator systems to analytically acquire quasi-static solutions. Although
principally one can obtain the solutions also by using the traditional force balanced
method, the complexity of the required field and force analysis makes the task very
challenging.
2.2 Travel Range Extension Methods
2.2.1 Introduction
Large travel range is especially important in emerging optical micro mirror and variable
capacitor applications. In theory, the maximum travel range before pull in is 33.33% for
full-plate vertical out-of-plane electrostatic actuators and 44.04% for torsion electrostatic
actuators [33]. Generally, in order to extend an actuator's travel range before snap down,
a negative feedback mechanism is required. Mechanical approaches such as leveraged
bending and strain stiffening have been examined previously [30]. The two methods
described here introduce negative feedback and extend the travel range directly in the
electrostatic domain. These methods are passive in that no external closed loop feedback
control is employed.
The first method utilizes a series capacitor to modulate the effective actuation
voltage across the variable capacitor. The resulting voltage across the actuator exhibits a
maximum value at a specific applied bias, beyond which it begins to drop even though
the charge density keeps increasing to give an increased electrostatic torque. The effect of
this decreasing voltage is to delay the increase of electrostatic torque so that the restoring
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elastic torque can balance it at an expanded travel range. Two typical micro mirror
structures: out-of-plane vertical and torsion mirrors, are used to verify this concept. In
this section the mathematical analysis of the series capacitor loop model will be first
presented, then simulation results obtained using the CoSolver feature of Memcad TM
software are compared with analytical results with good agreement.
The second method utilizes negative feedback due to coulombic repulsion
between the net oxide charges that exist in two oxide layers placed between the actuator
electrodes. The net oxide charge is modeled to be immobile and located within 25A of the
Si-Si0 2 interface, without electrical communication with the Si. The C-V characteristics
of the fabricated torsion mirror structure show a negative net oxide charge density of
magnitude 10 2/cm2. The repulsive interaction will occur significantly when oxides
layers are in close proximity (e.g. d=6.961..tm for our example device). In addition, the
fixed charge density is comparable to the surface charge density (10 9-121cm2) due to
applied bias voltage from IV to 200V for our prototype device. Therefore an extra
repulsive electrostatic torque is superimposed on the attractive electrostatic torque to
retard the increasing rate of the total electrostatic torque in such a manner that a negative
feedback mechanism s introduced into the actuator structure that enables the elastic
torque of the spring structure to balance the electrostatic torque at an expanded travel
range up to 62% of full scale deflection. This increased travel range occurs at the expense
of an increased bias voltage. It should be mentioned that the oxide layers also serve as a
voltage divider in the prototype structure, but this effect is not dominant due to its
comparatively larger capacitance value.
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2.2.2 Series capacitor method
As modeled in Fig. 2.13, the first method utilizes an integrated fixed series capacitor as a
voltage divider to modulate the effective voltage across the variable capacitor/actuator.
Applying Newton's second law to the 1-D actuator system gives the structural equation.
Differentiating with respect to x, multiplying by x and subtracting equation 1 (see Section
2.1.1) gives the pull-in equation.
1 dC 2
V = Kx
2 dx
d C	 1  dC = o
x
where C is the overall capacitance of the actuator system and K and x are the generalized
spring stiffness and the change of generalized displacement, respectively.
A circuit niodel of an electrostatic microactuator
Figure 2.13 Circuit of Series Capacitor Loop
The static characteristics of an arbitrary electrostatic micro actuator are
determined by the l st and 2nd derivatives of the overall capacitance of the actuator system
[(1 + a)D -	 x PIN
2 1 =0
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with respect to x, and the design of an actuator system is simply the design of its overall
capacitance. For most applications, there are analytical expressions or empirical
approximations for the overall capacitance that enable designers to obtain quick
characteristics for the static behavior of an electrostatic micro actuator by utilizing the
above equations. Now address the obtainable large travel range for two popular
electrostatic micro mirror structures.
Vertical Z Actuator
In the vertical Z actuator, the movable plate is rigid and suspended by a folded spring
structure. Assume that no deformation occurs on the movable electrode plate during
actuation as illustrated in Fig. 2.8, and consider the case of full plate actuation.
Referring to Fig. 2.8, and defining the capacitance ratio a = Cao /C s (where G o is
Ca at x=0), then G takes the form: C s = C = a -1 (E,Al D) Considering this integrated
capacitance, the net capacitance of the actuator system satisfies the relation
+	 . The overall capacitance C can be shown to be:
C =
	 Ey4
(1+ a)D - x
Plugging the 1 st and 2nd derivatives of the expression into Eq. 2, the structural and pull in
equations are obtained as:
&0A17 2
= Kx 
2[(1 + a)D -
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The travel range is solved to be:
TR = PI8 =
3
 (1 + a)
D 
Thus, the effect of the incorporated capacitance is equivalent to a gap depth
extension from D to + a)D . The travel range of the new system becomes 1/3 multiplied
by (1 + a) , always larger than that of a single capacitor system fora 0 . A ratio
a = 2 leads to 100% gap depth travel range, where the series capacitance is equal to half
of the zero deflection Cao value.
The corresponding pull in voltage is obtained as:
V pIN
The equation indicates that the increased travel range is obtained at a sacrifice of
actuation voltage by a factor of (i + a)%2 . At a = 0 the well-known 1/3 travel range is
obtained for a single capacitor vertical z-actuator.
Cantilever Torsion Actuator
For the wedge shaped capacitance of the actuator shown schematically in Fig. 2.11 and
considering the single active wedge-like capacitance:
Cu = D0 p D - LO
where W and L are the mirror width and length respectively, D is the initial gap depth
and 0 is the angle of tilt under bias voltage. In this system the introduction of a series
capacitor leads to the ratio a(0) such that [a(0) - ' - i j = C „(0)I C . The overall capacitance C
of the torsion actuator system can be easily expressed as: C = Cu (0) • a(0) . For this system,
the structural and pull-in equations become:
20uni t) pical
4—
•
P+ Silicon
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Figure 2.14 Torsion Micro Mirror with Oxides
1 ,
—C a +C
" 
alV 2 = K0 0
2 " 
+2Cu ct' + C ua')-(Cu a + C„
—OPIN
The complexity of the capacitance expression requires numerical iteration in order
to solve the equations. Section 2.2.5 will provide a comparison between these solutions
and FEA simulation results. It can be shown that for the example device NC3 (in Section
2.2.4), the travel range increases up to 70% of the full scale.
2.2.3 Charge injection method
Many research results support the existence of fixed oxide charge [52, 53]: It is positive,
immobile, and is located within 25A from the Si-Si0 2 interface and does not
communicate electrically with the Si. In electrostatic actuators where positive charge is
incorporated in an oxide layer on each electrode, a significant repulsive interaction will
occur when both oxides are closely spaced and when the fixed charge density is of the
same order as the capacitance charge. A typical fixed charge density (10 10 ' 2/cm 2 ) is
comparable to the surface charge density (10 9-12/cm 2) due to applied bias voltage from 1V
to 200V in the devices discussed in later sections. The operation of an electrostatic torque
= 0
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modulator is based on the simple principle of Coulomb's repulsive force due to the two
positive fixed oxide charge sheets near the Si-Si02 interfaces. An extra repulsive
electrostatic torque is superimposed on the voltage-induced attractive electrostatic torque,
retarding the increasing rate of the total electrostatic torque in a manner that a negative
feedback mechanism is introduced into the actuator structure. The electrostatic attractive
torque becomes less sensitive to bias voltage increases, and the delayed electrostatic
torque enables the elastic torque of spring structure to balance the electrostatic torque at
an expanded large deflection angle, up to 70% of the full-scale angle at the expense of an
extra bias voltage.
For the torsion actuator of Fig. 2.14, the structural equation is:
m")(0)-m'R)(8)= K oe
iVf A)(0) and MfR)(0) are the electrostatic attractive and repulsive torques respectively. The
pull-in angle and bias voltage are determined by solving the equation:
dM" ) (0)
Al ( A> [ 0
(R)d
M
)
A4(R
)
(e)= o(19)
dO dO
Numerical approximation by expansion techniques and FEA simulation can be used to
find the solutions for the equations.
2.2.4 Simulation and calculation of series capacitor method
Vertical Z Actuator
For vertical bending actuators, as shown in Fig 2.15, the resultant voltage across the
actuator exhibits a maximum value at a specific applied bias, beyond which it begins to
drop. It can be seen from this calculation that the maximum effective voltage occurs
exactly at the original pull in position if no series capacitor were present. Although the
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charge density on the movable plate always increases with the bias voltage, the voltage
across the air gap does not increase beyond the maximum value because of the rapid
capacitance increase of the variable capacitor.
The effect of this decreasing voltage is to delay the increase of electrostatic torque
so that the restoring elastic torque can balance it at an expanded travel range. Numerical
analysis shows that at the expense of increased applied voltage, the series capacitor can
expand the travel range to 100% full scale for out-of-plane, vertical, full-plate,
microactuators. The extended travel range (vertical (VC1) devices) is illustrated in Fig
2.16, showing the travel range extension results for different ratios of the series to initial
actuator capacitance.
0
	
20 	 40 	 60 	 80 	 103
Applied Vo Rage (V)
Figure 2.15 Effective Actuation Voltage vs. Applied Bias Voltage for Different Capacitance Ratio
(R=Cs/Cao) for a Vertical Z Actuator.
In Fig. 2.16, R is the reciprocal of the pre-defined capacitance ratio a. The
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theoretical analysis results agree very well with simulated results. If R is chosen to be
smaller than 0.5, then full-scale travel range can be achieved.
Cantilever Torsion Actuator
A torsion mirror (NC3) as illustrated in Fig. 2.17, neglecting the effects of oxides, is
simulated with different capacitance ratios. Fig. 2.17 shows the comparison of iteration
and simulation results, where R is equal to Cs/CaO. These results are found to be in good
agreement.
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Figure 2.16 Normalized Deflection vs. Applied Voltage for Different Capacitance Ratios.
Vertical Z Actuator VC1 with Gap Depth=4um.
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2.2.5 Simulation and Experiment on Charge Injection Method
As examples, two devices D3 and C3 are simulated using finite element method (1	 EM)
software to verify their pull in positions and voltages, respectively. Though the two
devices have different spring stiffness, the normalized pull-in position is found to be 0.44,
consistent with the analytical results. Fig. 2.18 and 2.19 show 1-EM meshing for the two
devices. Fig. 2.20 and 2.21 are simulated displacement profiles at the pull-in state.
Using the data in Fig. 2.22, the net oxide charge density is calculated to be — 6.2
x10 1°/cm 2 by C-V characteristics [34]. An empirical expression for repulsive electrostatic
torque is curve fitted as the equation
e0W(1/ + 1/0
(0) = 0 366 - 0 0760 + 0.5080 - +2.2303
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and for a D3 device. Other devices follow the same pattern with variable coefficients; this
fact implies that the net oxide charge has a well-defined bias voltage dependence. V 0
(12V for D3) is the bias voltage at which the mirror has zero deflection angle.
The simulated results, and the measured results without the effects of the net
oxide charge present, are compared in Fig. 2.23. The travel range of D3 was increased
from 44% to 62% at the cost of an increased bias voltage.
In summary, two passive feedback methods have been described which give
increased travel range in electrostatic actuators but sacrifice bias voltage. These methods
can be combined to optimize travel range for customized applications. Because of their
simplicity, reproducibility and ease of manufacture, the methods may be preferred over
other travel range extension methods in some electrostatic micro actuator applications,
for example, variable capacitors of wide tunable range and large deflection micro mirror
structures. Future work needs to be done to investigate the voltage-dependence of net
oxide charge and its effects on repulsive electrostatic torque.
FEM MESHING-D3 MIRROR
Figure 2.18 Finite element meshing of D3 mirror, 7179 8-node block elements with 33409 nodes
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FEM MESHING-C3 MIRROR
Figure 2.19 Finite element meshing of 03 mirror, 940 8-node block elements with 6698 nodes
Simulated displacement and stress protilesof C3 mirror
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Figure 2.20 Simulation of 03 device response to applied voltage
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Figure 2.21 Simulation of D3 device response to applied voltage
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Figure 2.22 C-V curve at 1 KHz, indicating a 6.5V shift.
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Figure 2.23 The Measured Effects of Oxides on The
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2.3 Pull in Analysis of Complex Actuator Systems
2.3.1 Pull in summary from direct force analysis
Pull in analysis is important in that it determines the allowable tuning range of an
electrostatic actuator. The traditional way to find the pull in data usually follows the
following steps [26, 32, 54-56]:
(1) Apply elastic theory to acquire the spring parameters of the movable actuator
plate, then find the elastic restoring force with respect to the plate displacement.
(2) Apply electrostatic Maxwell's equation to find the electric field throughout the
actuator gap, then find the electrostatic attractive force with respect to the plate
displacement.
(3) Construct a force-balanced equation between elastic restoring force and
electrostatic force with respect to the movable mirror plate.
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(4) Differentiate the force-balanced equation with respect to the displacement to
obtain an equation for the pull in point.
(5) Combine this equation with the original force-balanced equation to cancel the
voltage term, then solve the equation to obtain the normalized pull in position
which is independent of actuation voltage.
(6) Insert the pull in position data back into the force-balanced equation to obtain the
corresponding pull in voltage.
These routine steps are usually exhaustive, and sometimes to find the electrostatic
attractive force can be very challenging, especially for actuator systems with irregular
electrode shapes and sizes. In some cases, even the elastic restoring force is not easy to
obtain, for example, for a deformable plate with strain stiffening. So the designer of
electrostatic actuators encounters the puzzle of how to smoothly construct the force-
balanced equation in a correct manner. The physics in actuator systems is relatively
simple, but to get a definite solution, which should have an acceptable error level for
engineering applications, is not always straightforward.
Analytical pull-in analysis has been carried out in the literature for just two
simple actuator types, parallel plate actuators and rectangular torsion actuators. The pull-
in analysis of the parallel plate actuator, which is the most popular example in MEMS
textbooks, leads to a normalized pull-in displacement of 1/3 the initial gap depth, while
for full-plate torsion actuators the normalized pull-in angle is about 0.44 of the full
allowable angle. In both cases, no fringing field and strain stiffening effects have been
considered. For partial plate torsion actuators, reference [26] provides numerical results.
For torsion actuators, if electrode shapes are varied from a rectangular shape to other
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geometries such as circular, elliptical, triangular, etc., the electrical field analysis based
on the cylindrical symmetry of the wedged-shaped gap of the actuated rectangular torsion
actuator no longer holds. For each of these cases, the designer has to start over from the
basic Maxwell's electrostatic equation. Finite element analysis is an alternative way to
treat the problem, but this requires expert-level know-how and enhanced computation
resources. Designers may prefer an analytical method if it is straightforward to use and
can provide results that can meet requirements for fast engineering design and
prototyping.
2.3.2 Torsion actuators with general power function shape electrodes
The equation to describe a general power function is y = px" , where p is a constant. The
capacitance of the actuator system with a parabolic electrode is calculated as
C = 2ef
L px"dxo 	
d —(L—x)61
When n = 1, the geometry of the electrode is a triangle. The capacitance is:
= pc(— d + LO)Log[d]+ (d — LO)Log[d — LOPC 
The pull in angle is found to be 0.542, which is independent of p.
When n = 2 and 71= 0.5, the geometry is a parabola, the capacitance is integrated
respectively as:
4 pE(V LO(d — LO) + (—d + LO)ArcTan
C = 	
OV2 1,1 d — L 0
— L01
0.4
0	 2	 3	 4	 5
	 6
Power index n
Figure 2.24 The effect of power index on the normalized pull - in displacement.
pE(L0(-2d +3L0)+ 2(d — LO) 2 Log[d]— 2(d — LO) 2 Log[d — L0])C
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For n = 2, is found to be a constant of 0.638. For n = 0.5 0 is 0.492, a constant
independent of p and the electrode length L. Gene ally, when nE 	 , it has been
shown that as n increases from 0.5 to 6,	 linearly increases to full travel range. When n
is higher than 6, the actuation can always reach full travel range [35]: The constant p of
the power function does not affect the pull-in position.
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2.3.3 The Effect of Strain Stiffening
As has been introduced in section 2.1, the capacitance-based approach can be applied to
study the effect of spring stiffening on system pull in. Considering the 1D problem,
equation (1) is written as
V 2 dC = K X + K3 X 3
2 dx
The right side of the equation includes a non-linear elastic force term. The derivation is
confined to the well-known Duffing's equation [36] from which time dependent forces
are neglected to obtain the above quasi-static equation. The pull in point satisfies
1V 2 d2C = K1 + 3K3 X 2
2 	 dx 2
After combining the two equations, the differential equation for pull in is obtained
as   
d 2 C 	 1 	 1dC
dX 2 1- f X dX X =X FIN
0 ,  
where f is defined as f 	 ,X) = 2(K3 I K)X 2 , i.e. 0<f<2/3. The solutions of
1+3(K3 /K )X'
the equation for different spring terms are shown in Fig. 2.25. It can be seen that a
significant pull in jump occurs when the ratio of the cubic term over the linear term goes
beyond —20 for a pure torsion actuator. The noimalized pull in position value at ratio 20
is about 63%, and it increases asymptotically to about 65% for higher ratios.
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Figure 2.25 The effect of stiffness coefficient ratio on the normalized
pull-in displacement for a torsion actuator.
2.3.4 The Effect of Fringe Field Capacitance
Using the force-balanced method to investigate the effect of the fringing field capacitance
on system pull in is difficult, while the capacitance approach provides a desirable shortcut
to handle this problem. Two parallel plate capacitor systems are treated, parallel infinite
plate and parallel plate disk capacitors. The former has a capacitance per unit length [37]
C = 	 + 	 + 	oW  [ 1 2(D — x 2(D — x)
where D is the initial gap depth, and W is the plate width. Plugging the capacitance into
the pull in position equation, a slight pull in shift from 33.3% to 34-35% is identified,
depending on the aspect ratio of D/W. The pull in goes higher because of a comparatively
slow changing rate of fringing field capacitance with respect to that of an ideal parallel
plate capacitance. 
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Figure 2.26 The effect of fringing fields on system pull in.
For a parallel plate disk capacitor, the capacitance formula is given by
D
where b is defined as the aspect ratio of the disk capacitor, b= — . This capacitance
formula is accurate for 0.015 b5.1.0. Most MEMS capacitor systems fall into this
range due to the low voltage actuation requirement. The normalized pull in position with
respect to this aspect ratio is given in Fig. 2.26. It can be seen that the system pull in has
only a slight increase due to the effect of the fringing field capacitance.
CHAPTER 3
STUDY OF EXAMPLE DEVICE APPLICATIONS
The microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) mirror and mirror array have been used in
a wide range of applications including transmission and switching for
telecommunications, free space communications, displays, spatial light modulators,
adaptive optics and printers and scanners. Particularly in telecommunications networks,
the transition from time division multiplexing (TDM) to dense wavelength division
multiplexing (DWDM) provides an application-rich environment for MEMS components
and systems [39]. MEMS-based micro mirror technologies allow scalable, all-optical,
high-speed networking systems to be constructed at low cost. Typical devices currently
under research and development (R&D) include WDM add/drop switches [40], optical
cross-connects (OXC) [41, 42], optical switches [43-45], variable optical attenuators
(VOA) [46-48], WDM equalizers [49], optical filters [50], wavelength locks and
stabilizers [51], to name a few. Most of these optical devices can be conveniently
actuated by electrostatic force.
In this chapter, the proposed mirror design theory of Chapter 2 will be used to
analyze and design micro mirror structures for VOA, OXC and wavelength filter
applications. First the development of a large area, electrostatically actuated micro-
mirrors is described for use as variable attenuators and switches in optical networking
systems. The designed mirrors are fabricated by ultra thin silicon wafer bonding
technology combined with deep reactive ion etching (DRIE). The ultra thin wafer
bonding technology provides a fast prototyping method for the verification of mirror
design. As an alternative to silicon fusion bonding, which requires high temperature
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above 1000 degrees C, a low temperature silicon bonding method was developed using
SU-8 as a bonding and spacer material. The SU-8 fabrication method was used to
prototype a silicon mirror based Fabry-Perot interferometer with an electrostatic tuning
function. For large deflection mirrors as required by OXC systems, the capacitance-based
design theory provides a convenient approach to investigate the electrode shape effect on
the pull in property of the mirror structures.
3.1 Variable Optical Attenuator
3.1.1 Introduction
The current optical attenuator is designed as an adjustable optical power limiter wherein a
reflective-metal-coated single crystal large micro mirror is rotated about its axis to
produce voltage-controlled variable attenuation for the output light beam [50]. In order to
achieve low insertion loss with typical beam divergences and system geometries, the
reflective surfaces must be rather large (e.g., — 700 x 700 gm 2). However, large flat
mirrors cannot be easily fabricated using conventional polysilicon deposition and
micromachining technology (e.g. MUMPs), because the composite mirror structure (e.g.,
Cr/Au on Si) constitutes a bimorph structure that is non-planar and deforms with
variations in temperature. While it may be possible to work around these problems by
careful design and stress engineering, a simpler and more manufacturable solution is to
make the device insensitive to stress by using wafer bonded, stress-free, single-crystal
silicon films. Hence, optical devices are fabricated using fusion bonding of single-
crystal, ultra-thin silicon wafers to form large area, relatively thick (20-501.1m) mirrors
which do not deform. Moreover, this approach allows the development of highly
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reflective or wavelength-selective devices based on dielectric stacks, where the stresses
would be more difficult to compensate. Hence, optical devices were fabricated using
fusion bonding of single-crystal, ultra-thin silicon wafers to form large area, relatively
thick 20p.m) mirrors which do not deform. In this thesis emphasis is placed on the
MEMS design, fabrication and electro-mechanical characteristics of the large torsion
mirror.
(Solid model )
Mirror layout
Figure 3.1 Schematic of the large area torsion mirror used as an optical attenuator.
To move the optical input beam relative to the optical path so as to change
coupling of light beams between the input port and the output port, the reflective element
can be supported by a flexible suspension element comprising twin hinges. Each hinge is
attached at one end to a fixed anchor and at its other end to the optical reflective element.
The hinges are identical in length and flexibility and are spaced apart in the direction of
displacement of the optical mirror. The twin hinges obviate the need for a precision
sliding stage that is usually macro scale in size and expensive to integrate.
Micromachined electrostatic torsion mirrors, that provide angular motion to reflect an
input light beam to a desirable output direction, become a promising technical choice in
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micro scale that can be driven by an external or integrated electronic source. A typical
torsion mirror layout and solid view with a full-plate actuation scheme is illustrated in
Fig. 3.1. The objective mirrors should have a reflective area no less than 500x500,trn 2 ,
and the actuation should be in the range of 10-50V with a tunable deflection angle up to
0.5°. Using the capacitance-based design theory proposed (see chapter 2 on rectangular
torsion mirror design), more than 16 prototype devices have been designed and simulated
with various mirror areas (proof mass) and torsion spring dimensions.
3.1.2 The Effect of Gravity
After implementing these softer spring designs for the purpose of low voltage actuation,
the proof mass of the mirror volume is no longer negligible. The effect of the relatively
heavy proof mass is that it introduces a non-zero initial deflection. It can be shown that
the initial deflection is proportional to the square of the mirror length, proportional to
mirror mass, but is reciprocally proportional to the spring stiffness, as shown in Eq. 3.1.
K,0 = Mg 
Lt,„.„
"r 	 cos°
2
AZ
or : K, 	 = Mg Lmirror 
2
Mg • L2
AZ = 	
2 K,
The stiffness of the folded torsion springs can be written as
(3.1)
rror
16 3 .36 beam 48Lbeam 	 t beam 	 12 t beam
Tx/
VY beam
where t. beam, beam and Lbeam are the spring thickness, width and length, respectively. The
mirror weight is Mg=pSigLmirr 	 ortrnirror. It also holds that tbeant = 	)r• It is concluded
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that the zero deflection effect due to the mirror gravity is most sensitive to spring width
(Notice that the shorter side of the spring cross section should be plugged in with a cubic
power index).
If a 501Am thick ultra thin silicon wafer is bonded to the substrate and the spring
width defined by DRIP, is 51.tm, then the spring torque stiffness can be calculated as
-2.38x10 5 1uN.I.tm for a net spring length of 1200p.m. Then due to gravity, a 700x7001Am 2
mirror proof mass will have a zero deflection -0.62iim. Changing the mirror thickness
from 501Am to 201.im would not make a substantial difference since gravity and stiffness
are scaled in an identical way with respect to mirror thickness. The calculated result for
zero deflection for this thickness is -0.69pm. The pull in voltages for these two mirror
thickness cases are 8.2V and 13.4V, respectively.
To check how sensitive the gravitational deflection is to the length of the shorter
side of the spring cross section, a 101.1m spring structure with the same fold number and
spring length are considered. It is easily shown that in this case the zero deflection due to
gravity becomes 76nm and 86nm for mirror thickness of 501,1m and 201,tm, respectively.
The pull-in voltages for these two mirror thickness cases are 23.2V and 31.9V,
respectively.
The above calculation implies that although thinning the spring width can greatly
reduce the actuation voltage, the approach introduces a non-negligible gravity-induced
zero deflection. The softer spring design lowers the actuation voltage, lowers the resonant
frequency of mirror structure and also introduces the gravitational deflection at zero bias.
It should be mentioned that the gravitational deflection, in principle will not affect the
normalized pull-in position, but it does affect the actuation voltage. Its effect on actuation
- 2µm
Oxide
Cr/Au Rejective Layer
- 1
Oxide
Phota,Resist
VSI Wafer
20-50Jrn
- 40;:m
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voltage can be approximated by modifying the initial distance from the mirror tip to the
substrate. In summary, the softer spring configuration by thinning the spring cross section
will have the actuation voltage reduced in a direct manner,and the actuation voltage can
be further reduced by the gravitational initial gap depth modification in an indirect
manner.
3.1.3 Fabrication by Ultra Thin Silicon Fusion Bonding (UTSFB) and Deep Reactive
Etching (DRIE)
The major prototyping steps are illustrated in Fig. 3.2. First, bulk, anisotropic KOH
etching was used to define cavities in 4-inch, low resistivity, (100) silicon substrate
wafers, which were subsequently oxidized to a thickness of — for electrical isolation
(see Fig. 3.2(A)). Ultra-thin, low resistivity silicon wafers from Virginia Semiconductor,
Inc. of —501.,tm thickness were oxidized and then fusion bonded to the thick substrate
wafers in vacuum, forming sealed cavities (Fig. 3.2 (B)). The top wafer was
subsequently patterned (Fig. 3.2 (C)), and the mirror and spring structures were formed
by inductively coupled plasma deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) through to the
underlying oxide. Finally, Cr/Au was deposited on the mirrors by physical vapor
deposition (see Fig. 3.2 (D)).
(B)
Figure 3.2 Schematic of the fabrication sequence: (A) cavities are anisotropically etched into a
standard thickness silicon wafer which is subsequently oxidized; (B) an ultra-thin silicon wafer is
fusion bonded over the etched wafer, forming sealed cavities; (C) the mirror surface and springs
are patterned into the top wafer for DRIE; (D) completed devices, with Cr/Au coating for high
reflectivity.
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The wafers were diced and mounted in 16 pin dual-in-line packages for testing.
Sixteen prototype designs were fabricated, with various combinations of mirror sizes and
spring designs. The mirror dimensions varied from 400 to 700 and the springs from 5
to 10 Rm. Fig. 3.3(A) shows a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a typical
device, showing the extremely large (700 x 700 JIM 2) mirror surface and supporting
springs. The entire mirror is suspended in space over the etched cavity, only supported at
the two places where the serpentine springs join the surrounding region. Fig. 3.3 (B) and
(C) show close-ups of the springs themselves.
(A) (B) (C)
Figure 3.3 (A) SEM Micrograph of one of the micromirror structures, and (B) and (C) close-up
views of the springs formed by deep reactive ion etching. For scale, the top sections of the
springs are lOptm wide.
Figure 3.4 SEM Micrograph of DRIE side walls of one of the micromirror structures, and
mounting for quasi-static test.
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The DC offset actuation of the device was characterized with a Wyko optical
profilometer. With zero applied bias, the large movable mirror plate was essentially flat,
having a very slight upward deflection of 0.014° to the wafer surface. At higher bias
voltages, the mirror plates deflected downwards into the cavity. Fig. 3.5 is the
profilometer image of the D3 device with an applied voltage of 55V. Fig. 3.6 (B) shows
a typical depth profile along the deflection plane, indicating a downward deflection of
-71.1m at the end of the mirror plate, corresponding to an angle of 0.5° to the wafer
surface. Note that the mirror remains extremely flat; this is true of the entire mirror
surface at all applied voltages, with some in excess of 100V at which the device goes far
beyond its pull-in state.
-,t
-4 I
Figure 3.5 Wyko profilometer data, showing mirror deflection at 55 volts. Profilometer
image of the actuated device, confirming that the deflection is only along the symmetry
axis. The deflection is -71dm at the mirror tip at this applied voltage.
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Figure 3.6 Mirror displacement data extracted from Wyko profilometer along the
mirror length confirming that the deflection is only along the symmetry axis and that
the the mirror reflective surface is flat, even when the device is in its pull-in state.
3.1.4 The Effect of Trapped Charges
The mirror fabricated using the above mentioned process becomes a verification of the
proposed travel range extension approach since the two inner surfaces of the cavity have
identical oxide layers. As has been described in Chapter 2, the charge injection method
for travel range extension, the repulsive Coulomb's force would cause the mirror plate to
experience an upward deflection at zero bias voltage. This upward deflection in the
fabricated mirror devices was observed, as shown in Fig. 3.7. Considering the effect of
gravity (contributes --76nm), the tip deflection due to this electrical force will be larger
than -230nm. Due to the presence of the oxide charge in the inner cavity interfaces, the
device is expected to regain its horizontal position at a certain applied voltage at which
the charge induced by the bias source exactly compensates the oxide charge such that on
one electrode, the effective charge density goes close to zero. Using the D3 mirror a 12V
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threshold was measured for the mirror to lose its initial deflection, returning to the
horizontal position.
Table 3.1 lists the dimensions for D3 and C3 devices. Device deflection was
measured by 2D profiling using a WYKO optical profilometer. It can be seen (Fig. 3.7)
that the device does exhibit a slight upward deflection at zero bias (about 200nm for D3
device). The deflection should not be attributed to residual stress due to the fabrication
process used. 2D profiling at pull-in confirmed the 6.96[Im gap depth as shown in Fig.
3.5.
Without considering the repulsive interaction effect of positive fixed oxide
charges, numerical approximations by expansion technique and simulation by
commercial FEA software MemCad 4.6 [57] are used to find the dependence of
deflection angle on bias voltage. Results are given as Fig. 2.20 and Fig. 2.21 where the
pull-in voltage and largest stable deflection angle are found to be 25.2V, 0.440
(normalized angle) for the D3 device and 45.5V and 0.442 for the C3 device. The pull-in
angle has only a small increase over 0.44 due to the influence of oxide capacitance at the
cost of several volts bias voltage. The travel range cannot significantly be increased by
just the oxide capacitance effect because the —11Am oxide capacitance is much larger than
the air gap capacitance. Therefore, even though the oxide capacitance is in series with the
air gap capacitance, its effect on extending travel range is too small to be of value in a
real application. As has been proposed in Chapter 2, in order to extend travel range using
a series capacitor, the chosen value of the series capacitance should be comparable to the
initial air gap capacitance.
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Figure 3.7 Zero bias profiles of D3 device along the mirror length showing an
upward deflection.
Table 3.1 Summary of device parameters.
DIMENSIONS
(PM)
D3 C3 OTHER
PARAMETERS
W mirror 700 600 G=0.73x105MPa
Lmirror 680 580 Eo=8.85x10-12F/m
tmirror 48.6 48.6 Eox=3-85
d 6.96 6.96 pf=9.5x101°/cm2
Wbeam 10 10 tox=0.5 gm
Lbeam 600 350
tbeam 48.6 48.6
Stiffness
(i.t.N.pin)
3.382x106 4.428x106
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3.2 Fabry-Perot Wavelength Selector
3.2.1 Basic of Fabry-Perot Filter
In many optical applications, it is desirable to use a scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer,
or etalon, to modulate the intensity of a narrow band of light, or to select single or multi
wavelengths from broadband or multi-spectral light. Various MEMS based tunable laser
implementations of Fabry-Perot interferometers have been investigated for the purposes
of cost-effective miniaturization and batch fabrication [50]. The simplest configuration of
a Fabry-Perot etalon consists of two parallel planes separated by an air gap D. The
reflective surfaces are usually formed by metallic thin films of aluminum, silver or gold,
or stacked dielectric films on the surfaces of plates. For MEMS devices, the enclosed air
gap D generally varies in the nanometer to micrometer range if the movable plate is
actuated electrostatically.
A mummaimr15,!all7,
i \'D 	 .0\ 1 	. '
	
\ i 	 \ I 	 \ii 	 -4
Figure 3.8 A simple optical scheme of a Fabry-Perot filter.
As shown in Fig. 3.8, the Fabry-Perot etalon operates via multiple beam
interference. When the difference in optical path length between the rays transmitted at
successive reflections is such that the emerging waves are in the same phase, constructive
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interference will occur and the Fabry-Perot will show a maximum in transmission. The
phase difference between two successive rays is given by:
= 277. 2n'd cos 0
A
where A = The wavelength of the radiation in vacuum (or air),
d = The separation of the reflecting surfaces,
n'. The index of refraction of the material between the reflecting surfaces,
0= The angle of incidence, as shown in Fig. 2.33.
The transmission intensity distribution is [59]:
	(t ) 	 1
	 -= 	
	
1(') 1+	 sin-/ 2)4R 	1+Asin2(8/2)
(1— R) 2
where, 4R . The transmitted intensity reaches a maximum when 8= 2m7r, (m is
— R) 2
an integer)	 2n'd cos 0corresponding to m = 	  for a specific wavelength Ao. If for m + 1
20
and 20 —f, (m+1)(Ao
	
= 2n'd cos 8, then,
20
m
Referred to as 'free spectral range" (FSR), this parameter is frequently used to indicate
how close two wavelengths must be to produce adjacent, same-order fringes.
Another important concept is the Full Width of Half Maximum (FWHM) of the
transmission pass-band of the Fabry-Perot. Let A/i Fwmi be the FWHM and the values of
transmittance at Ao ± Ail,FwHm are half of that at 20. Because
2n' d cos° m , 	 and
	2n' d cos 0	 211' d cos 0 	 AA E
	
a = 27T 	  271. 	 1 -T- 	 "m
	Ao _4_ AAFWHM 	Ao
	
22o
2
= 2iiM( A2F"M
220
one can get:
	a 	 MR-AA FWHMsin - — = sin nvz- T-
	
2	 220
ingAA FWHM 
220
[mAAg  FWHM 
220 
(AAFWHM << 20). 
Half maximum of the pass-band means:
1
= — .
/	 + A sin 	 ) 2
2
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Ao
= sin
AA FWHM
4R	 A .
A = 	 , and f 	 ° is the free spectral range. Combining these equations will(1— R)- in
give another important concept, finesse, the ratio of free spectral range and the FWHM:
Finesse = 	 •
AA FWHM 	 2	 1— R
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Finesse describes the property of reflectivity of the surfaces. A relative low reflectivity R
leads to a lower finesse or broader maxima spacing, while a higher reflectivity results in
narrow maxima spacing and high finesse.
3.2.2 Mirror Plate Direct Actuation Scheme
The Fabry-Perot tunable interferometer of the present research contemplates as one of its
principal objectives a comparatively low cost, miniaturized, high-speed, low-voltage
actuated component. The research objective is to realize a miniaturized electrostatic
tunable Fabry-Perot interferometer with millisecond switching time, and <100V actuation
voltage. To meet the low cost requirement, wafer lever processing is developed to enable
high yield, low cost batch fabrication.
Fixed ends
Spring along mirror side Spring around mirror corner
Figure 3.9 Layout of two types of spring configurations.
Sixteen device layouts are designed and simulated to screen out device
dimensions to meet the low voltage requirement. With mirror thickness predefined by
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commercial availability, design focuses on the effects of various spring configurations.
Softer stiffness is obtained by increasing folded spring number. A more subtle way to
realize a softer elastic structure is found by changing the usual side-spring configuration
to the corner-spring configuration. Fig. 3.9 illustrates the corner-spring compared to side-
spring configuration, using a one fold spring around the square shaped center mirror. The
spring softening obtained by using this corner-spring scheme can be visualized from Fig.
3.10. For example, a 3 folded side-spring structure has a net stiffness 25)11\1/1Arm while for
3 folded corner-spring structure, the stiffness becomes 181.11\14im. This reduced stiffness
will introduce a roughly 15% reduction of the actuation voltage.
3
Deflection (t
Figure 3.10 Spring stiffness comparison for two types of spring configurations
with various folded-spring numbers.
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Good linearity of spring stiffness is obtained whatever the spring number and
configurations are for the project-specified gap tuning range. Stiffness can be
dramatically dropped by decreasing the mirror thickness, increasing the spring number,
and changing the spring configuration. The mode spectra of the structure, including mode
shapes and orders, display a variation due to changes in spring configuration, as can be
seen in Fig. 3.11. Spring configuration is a critical design factor, because it not only
softens the spring constant for out of plane motion or actuation mode, but also changes
the pattern of mode shapes. The l st natural frequency of the softest simulated mirror
structure, i.e. a 5 spring-cornered mirror, is —1.8KHz, satisfying the ms switching time
requirement.
Figure 3.11 Comparison of mode frequencies and spring configurations.
"2 spr-side" and "2 spr-corner" represent two springs along each side or
corner of the square mirror, respectively, etc.
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The electrostatic and elastic coupled simulation of this 4-spring structure gives 2.76jAm
piston-only displacement in the vertical (z axis) direction, providing sufficient phase
modulation for a 1.55 1,1ril input beam. It should be mentioned that at this characteristic
center wavelength for optical telecommunications, only 50V is required for current bulk
silicon devices to achieve a full 27r phase modulation. It is expected that with the
technology development of ultra—thin silicon wafer fabrication and with the shrinkage of
feature size in deep reactive ion etching, the thinning of silicon wafer thickness and
spring width will provide a way to achieve full wavelength phase modulation at a
standard CMOS voltage.
(A)
(C)
Figure 3.12 (A) Finite element meshing of the mirror structure, meshing uses 3200 8-node block
elements with 14395 nodes. (B) The graph shows the meshing of the elastic folded springs, and
this high stress area needs fine meshing. (C) The graph illustrates the mirror behavior under
100V bias electrostatic load, showing a maximum displacement of 2.76 ptm in the z direction. The
system capacitance at this deflection is 0.289pF and the force in the z-direction is Fz=8.44),IN. (D)
The graph shows the Mise stress distribution through the mirror and spring structure, and high
stress density occurs at mirror-to-spring and spring-to-fixed bank junctions as expected.
Model =2.37KHZ Mode2=4.55KHZ Mode3=4.56KHZ
Mode4=4.63KHZ
2
—0— Bias(V) vs 4s-1
Bias(V) vs 4s-3
0
20 	 40 	 60 	 80 	 100o 120
Figure 3.13 Graph of the first 6 mode shapes of "4 spr-corner" device
shows the lowest frequency at vertical bending mode, and the cornered
spring configuration introduces torsion modes at higher order.
Deflection vs. Bias Voltage (4 springs)
Bias Voltage (V)
Figure 3.14 The graph is electrostatic response of "4 spring-
corner" device showing -0.781.1m piston -only deflection at
-50V, which corresponds to a full wavelength phase shift.
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Figure 3.15 Electrostatic response of "4 spring-corner" device showing a full wavelength phase
shift at -50v.
3.2.3 Mirror Tuning with Proximity Actuators
As shown in Fig. 3.15, the center movable mirror of the interferometer is not directly
involve in the electrostatic actuation process, allowing significant optical coating design
freedom. The four actuators are mechanically joined with the center mirror in such a way
that the actuator displacement is transferred to the center mirror, or roughly speaking, the
center mirror samples the tip deflection of the four torsion actuators. It should be noted
that for small amplitude actuation, the four actuators are operating in a pure torsion mode,
as can be illustrated by the shape graph of the loaded spring in Fig. 3.16.
A detailed visualization is illustrated as Fig. 3.16. The proximity actuators can
assume two major roles: 1) control the motion of the center mirror if one voltage supply
is applied to all of them; 2) adjust the parallelism and gap uniformity of the center mirror
for optimized optical performance if two or more voltage sources are applied to the
actuators. The downside of the 2nd function is that it needs multiple power supplies, and
to do real-time adjustment, gap depth sensing may have to be integrated into the structure
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to enable closed-loop control. It is suggested that for high accuracy light wavelength
maneuvering, this embodiment can be used.
Figure 3.16 Shape graph of the springs under electrostatic load for small amplitude deflection.
The springs are mainly working in torsion mode such that the system pull in is increase from 1/3
to -44%, which implies that further reduction of actuation voltage is possible by decrease the air
gap depth of the actuators.
An extra advantage of using this actuation scheme is that the torsion actuator
usually has a larger travel range as have been investigated in chapter 2, such that the
driving efficiency of actuation voltage is relatively higher than the parallel plate actuator.
This comparison is possible because to realize a real parallel plate using micromachining
technology, considering the feature size and tolerance of fabrication, at least three
suspending springs have to be mechanically linked to the movable mirror plate, while the
torsion mirror usually needs only two springs to suspend the mirror plate. Roughly
speaking, given the same air gap depth and identical effective actuation area, and the
same spring thickness, width and length, the actuation voltage for a torsion actuator to
achieve a certain tip deflection is comparatively smaller than that of the parallel plate
actuator. The higher pull-in position of the torsion actuator enables a smaller gap depth,
(B)
CO 3000 0
(A)
(C) (D)
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given that an identical deflection is needed for light modulation. Gap depth reduction is
the most sensitive and effective way to obtain low actuation voltage.
Figure 3.17 (A) Sampling of the electrostatic actuated mirror, purple balls indicate sampling
points. (B) The graph shows the deflection profile extracted from sampling points displayed in (A).
(C) The graph illustrates the mirror behavior under 80V bias electrostatic load, showing a
maximum displacement magnitude of 2.3 lam in z direction. This maximum deflection is uniform
across the whole area of the center mirror. (D) The graph shows the Mise stress distribution
through the mirror and spring structure. The four beams at four corners of the center square
mirror are operating at bending mode, and the springs linking 4 actuator plates to fixed ends are
taking zigzag shape, implying that these springs are working mainly in the torsion mode.
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3.2.4 Fast Prototyping by Silicon Wafer Bonding using SU-8 as Spacer
The above design investigation for electrostatic micro mirrors indicates the feasibility of
the micro mirror technology by ultra-thin silicon wafer bonding and deep reactive etching
technologies. The current section will discuss the technical availability of fabrication. In
developing the fabrication processing steps, emphasis is on finding a fast prototyping
process for the purpose of device concept verification.
To realize the Fabry-Perot tunable interferometer of the present research, a mirror
flatness within X/4 or better is desirable, and non-parallel mlcromirror deformation has to
be minimized. Deep reactive ion etching of bonded ultra-thin silicon wafers provides a
technical option. The required flat mirror surface is obtained by using commercially
available double-side polished silicon wafers, so no chemical mechanical polishing
(CMP) is needed, enabling a cost effective fabrication. The low voltage requirement is
met by deep reactive ion etching the ultra-thin wafer to produce the soft-spring-
suspended mirror plate. Considering that wet-etching will roughen the optical reflection
surface, an epoxy material SU-8 is uniquely adopted as a bonding layer and a spacer so
that the original flatness and smoothness of the polished silicon surface is retained for
optimized optical performance and operation.
The SU-8 is a negative, epoxy-type, near-UV photoresist (365 nm). This
photoresist can be as thick as 2 mm and aspect ratios up to 25 have been demonstrated
with a standard UV-lithography [60-62]. The bondability was investigated by bonding a
blank ultra-thin wafer onto a patterned SU-8 layer using a commercial (EVI) bonding
machine. An external pressure load is applied uniformly on the wafer top after the
bonding chamber is evacuated. Fig. 3.18 shows a sandwiched structure that is formed
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using this bonding operation. The processing flow that includes using SU-8 as the
interferometer spacer is sketched as Fig. 3.19. Major fabrication steps include 1)
evaporation of optical coating stacks on both silicon wafers, 2) applying the SU-8 layer
and patterning the mirror cavity, 3) wafer bonding, 4) metalization and 5) DRIE.
One of the keys to successful wafer bonding is the flatness and cleanliness of the
wafer surfaces. Fig. 3.18(A) shows that the 3" ultra-thin wafer is well bonded to the SU-8
structure. Fig. 3.18(B) shows a close-up view of a region of the bonded wafers,
confirming the good alignment and bonding between the well-defined structures and the
silicon wafer as desired.
(A)
	
(B)
Figure 3.18 (A) Patterned 3" ultra-thin Silicon wafer (50 µm) bonded to a patterned 4" Substrate
having SU-8 structures. (B) Close-up of a region showing good alignment and bonding [63].
By successful bonding an ultra-thin silicon wafer to the patterned SU-8 structure,
a novel method was demonstrated which can be used for a variety of optical MEMS
applications. The success of the experiment confirms that SU-8 can be used as a spacer
and a bonding medium. This encouraging result will most certainly help the MEMS
research community seeking new low cost material to develop their prototypes and
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processes.
The developed ultra-thin silicon wafer bonding approach using SU-8 as the
bonding interface layer has enabled the fast prototyping of our tunable Farby-Perot
interferometer. The combination of this approach with deep reactive ion etching
technology leads to a fast prototyping method of electrostatic mirrors, as shown in Fig.
3.19. The parallel movable plate micro mirrors using the direct actuation scheme have
been successfully prototyped. Fig. 3.20 shows a parallel mirror profile .
4)
2) 	 5)
AR coating 	 Silicon
HR coating NMI SU 8
MINIENN Al
Figure 3.19 Cross sectional view of mirror device fabricated through 5 major processing
steps.
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Figure 3.20 Surface profile of a fabricated mirror structure using SU-8 as mirror spacer and
bonding interface layer. [63].
Figure 3.21 Graph illustrating the optical performance at transmission mode for OV and 40V
biases [64]
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Figure 3.22 Graph illustrating the optical performance at transmission mode from OV to 100V
biases for a mirror using 5 folded spring suspension.
3.3 Analysis of High Angular Deflection Torsion Mirror with Shaped Electrodes
The micromachined optical cross connect (OXC) is believed to be one of the most crucial
and promising candidates to enable all optical DWDM networks [42]. MEMS optical
switching has been demonstrated in the free-space scheme [41,43] by using
microactuated free-rotating mirrors. These mirrors are presented in the form of an array
or fabric that is monolithically integrated onto a silicon chip by means of surface
micromachining fabrication techniques. The optical inputs from N fibers are collimated
and directed to the mirror array, and then switched to the desired output port by the
actuated rotation of a selected mirror. A successful optical cross connect mirror array has
been fabricated using the MCNC MUMP's (multiuser MEMS process) fabrication
process [65]. The core element of the optical cross connect sub-system is the micro free-
standing mirror which is actuated electrostatically. To achieve the beam steering required
by the sub-system, not only high angular motion of the 2-D mirror member has to be
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analyzed, but also the reliability of the mirror material has to be improved. In this thesis,
the proposed capacitance based theory are developed for mirror design and optimization.
Various electrode shapes are investigated to for the purpose of providing extra design
freedom. For mirror reliability, bulk micromachining of bonded ultra thin silicon wafers
is proposed to be used to realize the single crystal micro mirrors. This improvement from
polysilicon mirrors in MUMP's to single crystal silicon mirrors in silicon fusion bonding
technology may benefit the mirror reliability when operated to steer beams.
----- Fixed ends
Inner torsion springs
Outer bottom electrodes--
Inner bottom electrodes
Outer mirror ring
Outer torsion springs
Figure 3.23 Graph shows the typical layout of an 2D mirror with two rotational stages along the x
and y axis, respectively. The mirror shape is investigated as elliptic and assumed to have a larger
area than the bottom electrodes so that the actuation properties will mainly be determined by the
shapes and sizes of the bottom electrodes.
The layout of a typical 2D single mirror is shown in Fig. 3.23 in which the inner
center mirror is suspended by two inner torsion springs and the outer ring, supported also
by another set of torsion springs (outer torsion springs), is used to rotate the center mirror
about another axis (y axis). The two rotational stages of the center minor are along the x
and y axes, respectively. The mirror is investigated as an elliptic shape and assumed to
have a larger area than the bottom electrode so that the minor actuation curve is
determined by the shape and size of the bottom electrode. The outer electrodes are placed
Inner center mirror
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at the far end of the spring structure to reduce the actuation voltage for the y-rotation
stage to an acceptable level. It should be noted that the designer is able to move outer
electrodes closer to the outer springs in order to increase the travel range, but this would
sacrifice the actuation voltage.
It would be necessary to study the static behavior of the circular shaped actuated
mirror since it is widely used in optical MEMS systems. As has been illustrated in
Chapter 2, as a special case of elliptical electrodes, the circular-shaped full-plate actuated
mirror will have a normalized pull in of 48.3%, slightly larger than that using rectangular
mirror plates (44%). A technical research issue is to investigate the effect of other
electrode shapes on the pull in to find the most driving-voltage-efficient actuation
scheme.
Now consider the effects of inner bottom electrode on the actuation characteristics
of the center mirror. The actuator capacitances of various electrode shapes are plugged
into the capacitive equations to find the pull in solution for the center mirror. For the full
actuation scheme in which the bottom electrode and upper electrode on the half mirror
plate have the same physical area, the pull in solutions for elliptical, hyperbolic and
parabolic shaped electrodes have been obtained.
For the elliptical-shaped electrostatic torsion actuator, the shape of a fu|| electrode
can be described as:
x = a cost
y = b sin t
where a and b are the semi major axis and semi minor axis, respectively, and
t E (-7r 12,77- 12) . The capacitance of the system is therefore:
— Effect of a
—A— Effect of b
- • Effect of L
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c 2 e 	ydx 	2E r0 b sin t(—a sin t)dt = 2 e j, ir /2 ab sin 2 t
° d — x0	 in-/2 d—acost•O	 0 d — a0 cost dt
The integrated result of the capacitance is
[2be
C =
(0.5d7r + a0).N1 — d" +	 +
(2d' — 2a 2 0" )ArcTanh d + a0d 2 +a 2 0 2
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	Figure 3.24 Solution of unitless pull in position 	 of full hyperbolic electrode actuation under
different ratios of a/ao, b/bo and L/L0. ao, bo and Lo are reference semi axis and electrode length.
After applying the pull in equation to determine the pull in angle, Ori„, the unitless pull in
angle, 0, and the actuation curve, it can be shown that for full elliptical electrodes, 0 is
0.4833, which is independent of the semi-major axis a and semi-minor axis b, as shown
in Fig. 3.25. For hyperbolic electrodes, the equations describing a hyperbola are
er A oak •AA • A A • 
—4.— Effect of p
---A--- Effect of L
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x=a/cost
y b tan t
where a and b are the semi-major axis and semi-minor axis, respectively. The capacitance
of this actuator can be written as:
C = 2e fa +L
ydx 
–[L – ( 	 ad
cost 
ab tan 2 t /COS t
= 2E .0 	11 	 d – _L – a(
cost 
1)1 
dt
0      
where a = Arc cos [  a 
L 1 . The integral of the capacitance expression can be obtaineda + 
using MATHEMATICA software, and the unitless pull-in angle, 0 is plotted as Fig.
3.24. It shows that the semi axes a, b and the electrode length L do affect the pull-in
position. As a/ao increases from 0.125 to 5, decreases from 0.508 to 0.493. And as L/Lo
increases from 0.125 to 5, the pull-in position increases from 0.493 to 0.511.
L/L o
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p
Figure 3.25. Effect of constant p and electrode length L on unitless pull in position Oof full
2parabolic electrode ( y = px) actuation. Lo is the reference electrode length.
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Now consider the effects of partial electrode actuation on system pull in. Partial electrode
actuation refers to the actuation in which the length of the bottom electrode only covers
part of electrode on the half center mirror, as shown in Fig 3.26.
Figure 3.26 Partial actuation scheme of elliptic-shaped electrode.
The effective area to evaluate the capacitance is only the electrode area if the fringe effect
is negligible. For partial elliptical electrodes, the capacitance of this actuator system can
be integrated by:
dx
Li (d — x0)C =
/ 2 ab sin 2 t
	 dt +fi d a0 c°st
where fi = Arc cos(L a) . The unitless pull-in angle 6 obtained is shown in Fig. 3.27.
and the unitless pull in angle, e, simulated by MEMCAD 4.8 is plotted also in Fig. 3.27.
A circular electrode with radius of 20011m, d = 121.1m is chosen as the base case and the y
value is changed from 0.43 to 1. Fig. 3.27 shows that the analysis and simulation results
are in good agreement. The highest difference is about 3%.
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Figure 3.27 Analytical unitless pull in position 0 of cantilever rectangular torsion actuators with
electrode located at the end near spring
Similarly for partial hyperbolic electrodes, the capacitance can be written as:
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where a = Arc cos = Arc cos a . Applying the pull in equation      
a + L 
reveals that as LA decreases from 1.0 to 0.448, the product of y decreases from 0.497
to 0.448 as shown in Fig. 3.28, implying that this actuator could reach full travel range
without pull in.
The above results show that the center mirror under partial actuation could
achieve full travel range. However, the price is a sacrifice of applied voltage.
These results, obtained from applying various electrode shape and size schemes to
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the capacitance-based equations, form a database of the electrostatic torsion mirrors for
high angular deflection applications, though they are originally targeted for OXC mirror
designs. Table 3.2 gives a summary of these pull-in solutions. It is strongly recommended
here that future work be focused on identifying and comparing the efficiency of the
driving voltage for these shaped-electrode actuation schemes.
Table 3.2 Pull-summary of shaped electrode actuation scheme.
0 YO
Rectangular torsion 0.44 0.44
Elliptical torsion 0.4833 0.4833-0.43
Hyperbolic torsion 0.493-0.508 0.497-0.448
y = px n
n=0.5 0.492 0.492-0.447
n=1 0.5416 0.542-0.455
n=2 0.558 0.638-0.475
n=6 0.433 N/A
0.56
0.52     
partial elliptic electrode
--11— partial hyperbolic electrode
partial 	 electrode
partial triangular electrode  
0.48
0.44   
0.40
0.4   0.5 	 0.6 	 0.7 	 0.8 	 0.9 	 1.0 1.1
y=L i/L
Figure 3.28 Analytical unitless pull in position 	 of partial elliptic, hyperbolic, triangular and
parabolic ( y 2 = px) results.
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3.4 Device Concept of Resonant Beam True Mass Flow Sensor
3.4.1 Introduction
The perfoi ',lance of Coriolis mass flow sensors is independent of flow profiles and
properties such as composition, pressure, temperature, flow density, viscosity and
homogeneity. Conventional Coriolis mass flow sensors have been developed for liquid
and gas applications but they are expensive in cost, and deficient in manipulating micro
fluids due to their large volumes. The first micromachined Coriolis mass flow sensor has
been prototyped with no integrated vibration pickup [66]. The state of the art of
micromachined Coriolis mass flow sensor research is to commercially realize high
sensitivity, high stability true mass flow measurement with an on-chip integrated signal
conditioning circuit.
The objective of the current esearch is to preliminarily design a high-sensitivity
Coriolis mass flow sensors for gas and liquid applications. Three types of Coriolis mass
flow sensors are classified by signal detection and read-out techniques: piezoresistive,
capacitive and resonant beam, while the innovative aspect of current thesis work lies on
the innovative use of a resonant beam as the vibration pick-up for the Coriolis force, and
hence the mass flow rate measurement. This innovation is initiated by focusing on a
feasibility study which is detailed as device concept (section 3.5.1), mode analysis
(section 3.5.2) and resonant beam-to-string transform (section 3.5.3).
A resonant beam Coriolis mass flow sensor involves three vibrations. The
vibration is actuated externally with the lowest tube torsion resonant frequency
depending on flow density. The 2 nd vibration, introduced by the Coriolis force, is an
induced bending mode, and the Coriolis force is given by Fc = —2M t.Vf x O, where
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f f is the mass flo omentum and(7), is the angular frequency of the torsion
vibration. Periodic Co, leads to a periodic Coriolis force imposed in the orthogonal
direction of 1 st vibration, causing the elastic structure to undergo a 2 nd vibration which,
orthogonal to the 1 st one, is operating in bending mode of the tube structure. The
measurement of mass flow now becomes the measurement of the peak amplitude of the
2nd vibration. As shown in Fig. 3.29, the beam of the 3 rd vibration is fixed with both ends
on the tubes, sampling the displacement of the 2 nd vibration. As a result, the beam is
periodically stretched or compressed. The resonant frequency of the beam under this
periodic strain will have a periodic shift so that the detection of this frequency shift
becomes the measurement of the 2 nd vibration amplitude, hence a measurement of the
mass flow.
Tube 1----2nd
vibration -(02
Flow outlet
Fixed end
Coriolis Force 	 Coriolis Force
Tube 2---- 1 st
vibration (01
Tube 1 ----1 st
vibration -(01 
Tube 2 	 .1.. 	 Tube 1 
Fixed end
Tube 2----2nd
vibration (02
Figure 3.29 A schematic graph showing the operational principle of mass flow measurement
using resonant beam vibration pick-up scheme.
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As explained above, Fig. 3.29 indicates the principle of device operation. Fig. 3.30 is a
block schematic showing the device operation under motional fluid load and external
driving signal loads, while Fig. 3.31 is a 3D solid view of the device showing the
fabrication layers and electrode configurations.
l st Vibration ,
	 2ncH Wiration  	 3rd Vib
V1-----lass Flow
System Schematic of Resonant Sensors
Figure 3.30 A block diagram illustrating the relationship among the three vibrations of the device.
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Beam electrode
Figure 3.31 A 3D solid view of the device showing the fabrication layers and electrode
configurations.
3.4.2 Mode Analysis
Emphasis is put on double-loop structures since this configuration increases the quality
factor of the sensor by enabling an energy conversion between the two single loops and
minimizing energy dissipation to the supporting structure. The mode dependence on
device size is investigated. In-phase bending (mode2) and out-phase torsion (mode5) are
complementary vibrations and are used as the 1 st and 2nd vibrations of the sensor
respectively. Out-phase bending (model) and in-phase torsion (mode6) are also
complementary.
It shows in Fig. 3.32 that the mode shapes of the 9 lowest orthogonal vibrations,
with natural frequencies shown in Fig. 3.33 for six different device sizes.
The device operation prefers complementary vibrations (mode2 and mode5) in the
view of energy conversion. The 1 st vibration is actuated electrostatically, and when flow
is present in the tube, the periodic Coriolis force leads to the 2 nd vibration of the system.
The information of mass flow is enclosed in the peak amplitude of the 2nd vibration and
ModelModel
Mode6
Mode9
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its effective actuation demands frequency matching between the two complementary
modes. Our simulations show that the ratio (w2/w5) ranges from 0.58 to 0.75. Design
optimization is being undertaken currently to increase frequency ratio to above 0.9.
Figure 3.32 Mode shapes for the double-loop structure
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Figure 3.33 Natural frequency vs. mode number for double loop structures with
various dimensional sizes.
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Both vibrations have density dependence (or mass dependence), so the device can be
used as density meter [67, 68, 691. The simulated frequency dependence on density is
given in Fig. 3.34 and Table 3.3.
Table 3.3 Mode frequency dependence on material density being measured (Device Sample 6)
Density
(Kg/m )
Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4 Mode 5 Mode 6
0 6937.4 8790.3 11496.0 12490.0 15079.9 15447.6
500 6332.9 8024.4 10494.0 11402.0 13766.0 14101.7
1000 5863.2 7429.1 9715.9 10556.0 12744.9 13055.6
1100 5781.2 7325.2 9580.0 10408.0 12566.7 12873.0
1200 5702.5 7225.6 9449.6 10266.9 12395.7 12697.9
1300 5627.0 7129.9 9324.5 10130.9 12231.5 12529.7
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Figure 3.34 Mode frequency dependence on material density being measured (Device Sample 6)
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3.4.3 Beam-to-String Transform
Figure 3.35 The mode frequency variation due to changes of beam length.
The peak amplitude of the Coriolis force-induced 2 nd vibration can be detected by the
resonant beam method. The resonant beam is electrostatically actuated to vibrate in its
lowest mode. The Coriolis-induced periodic motion causes the beam to be compressed
and stretched periodically. This periodic strain changes the natural frequency of the
beam. By detecting the frequency change, structure strain due to the 2 nd vibration is
obtained.
The double loop structure designed for the current mass flow measurement is
comparably larger than ordinary MEMS devices so the incorporated resonant beam has
larger dimensions. A critical design factor in using a resonant beam as a strain gage is the
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large frequency difference between structure vibrations and beam vibration, otherwise the
beam vibration will be coupled with structure vibrations, introducing systematic
measurement error. Simulation effort was undertaken to find the beam frequency
dependence on dimensions. Fig. 3.35 shows curves for a simulated beam (width=500w,
thickness=100w), the beam length changes from 1000-200001Am. The beam to string
transform is obvious. The linear section (Length > 5mm) is the string region.
CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
This thesis work includes three parts:
(1)	 Capacitance-based quasi-static analytical theory
A generalized theory and method are proposed through capacitance-based differential
equations for the static analysis and design of electrostatic micro actuators. The
advantage in using the capacitance-based approach is that it avoids the complicated force
analysis and is most suitable for the analysis of complex micro actuator systems in which
the usual force method is not straightforward. The resulting general displacement and
voltage parameters are normalized with respect to their pull in values, yielding a general
unitless structural equation valid for electrostatic actuators. A design theory is developed,
based on the capacitance approach, and has been used to examine various actuators to
determine pull in solutions and actuation curves. Using the capacitance-based approach,
system pull in is investigated for the first time for non-deformable microactuators with
variously shaped-electrodes and a range of fill factors. The approach is also used to
provide explorations of the effect of fringing field capacitance, analysis of actuator
systems with non-constant spring stiffness, and investigation of actuator systems with
multiple capacitor elements.
A database is constructed for many actuation schemes that can be used as a
guideline for the designers of electrostatic actuators. For full elliptical electrodes, O is
0.4833, independent of the semi-major axis a and semi-minor axis b. For Torsion
actuators with general power function shaped electrodes (generally described using the
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function y = px"), the pull in angle is found to be 0.542 for n=1. If n = 2, 9 is found to
be a constant of 0.638, and if n = 0.5, 0 is 0.492.	 These pull in constants are
independent of p and electrode length of L. When n E [0, 00] , it has been shown that as n
increases from 0.5 to 6, 0 linearly increases to full travel range. The constant p of the
power function does not affect the pull-in position. For hyperbolic electrodes, the semi
major and minor axes, a and b, and the electrode length L do affect the pull-in position.
As a/ao increases from 0.125 to 5, O decreases from 0.508 to 0.493. And as L/Lo
increases from 0.125 to 5, the pull-in position increases from 0.493 to 0.511. For partial
actuation using these variously shaped electrodes, the relation ye=Const is given for all
cases, providing a design reference. Including the effects of fringing fields leads to a
slight increase in the pull in displacement. Including a nonlinear spring stiffening term
shows that pull in displacement may be greatly increased when that term is dominant.
It is suggested that future work should be focused on comparing the driving
efficiency of these different actuation schemes, so that designers will be able to choose
the most driving-voltage effective scheme for a specified application. Additional future
work should focus on applying the capacitance based theory to solve deformable actuator
systems in a more systematic manner n order to construct design guidelines or a database
for membrane-based and clamped beam-based actuators. These deformable systems will
play an increasingly important role in innovative optical MEMS systems.
(2) Methods for travel range extension
The two passive methods have been proposed in this thesis to introduce negative
feedback and extend actuator travel range directly in the electrostatic domain. These
methods are passive in that no external closed loop feedback control is employed. The
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first method utilizes a series capacitor to modulate the effective actuation voltage across
the variable capacitor. The resulting voltage across the actuator exhibits a maximum
value at a specific applied bias, beyond which it begins to drop even though the charge
density keeps increasing to give an increased electrostatic torque. The effect of this
decreasing voltage is to delay the increase of electrostatic torque so that the restoring
elastic torque can balance it at an expanded travel range. Two typical micro mirror
structures: out-of-plane vertical and torsion mirrors, are used to verify this concept. The
mathematical analysis of the series capacitor loop model has been presented, and
simulation results obtained using the CoSolver feature of Memcad TM software have been
compared with analytical results with good agreement.
The second method utilizes negative feedback due to coulombic repulsion
between the net oxide charges that exist in two oxide layers placed between the actuator
electrodes. An extra repulsive electrostatic torque is superimposed on the attractive
electrostatic torque to retard the increasing rate of the total electrostatic torque in such a
manner that a negative feedback mechanism is introduced into the actuator structure that
enables the elastic torque of spring structure to balance the electrostatic torque at an
expanded travel range up to 62% of full scale deflection. This increased travel range
occurs at the expense of an increased bias voltage.
The travel range extension methods using geometrically shaped electrode with
different fill factors can be clearly identified as a result of this thesis. These methods,
together with mechanically elastic approaches such as strain-stiffening, should be
systematically investigated in future work so that a driving efficiency implementation
scheme can be built as an electrostatic design guide.
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(3) Fast design and prototyping of novel OMEMS devices
Three state-of-the-art application systems: variable optical attenuators (VOA), high
angular torsion mirror systems for the optical cross connect fabric (OXC) and
electrostatic tunable wavelength selecting devices are designed using the proposed design
theory, and finite element analysis simulation is used for design verifications. Variable
optical attenuator (VOA) and electrostatic tunable wavelength selection devices are built
using fast prototyping ultra thin wafer bonding and deep reactive etching (DRIE)
technologies. Both silicon wet-etching and SU-8 patterning are investigated for the
formation of mirror gaps. Mechanical testing and partial device characterization in the
optical domain is provided for these devices, revealing that the designed mirrors, after
being fabricated by the ultra thin silicon wafer bonding technology, can operate in an
expected manner. These fast prototyped devices have been used to identify design rules
for optimized optical performance. Future work should include testing the prototyped
devices and investigating failure mechanisms.
Finally, as a demonstration that the actuator design approach developed in this
thesis can be applied to systems other than micromirrors, the approach is used to design
an innovative true mass flow sensor using an electrostatic resonant beam as the sensing
element. For this novel device, future work includes using ultra thin wafer bonding
technology, combined with deep reactive ion etching technology, to fabricate the device,
and testing it in a microfluidic manipulation platform to compare its performance with
the predictions of this thesis.
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Abstract— The use of oxide coated inner surfaces
in full-plate, electrostatically actuated silicon
micro-mirrors is investigated. At the expense of
increased applied bias, oxide charge and
capacitance combine to expand the travel range
of the mirrors before snap-down.
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1. Introduction
Micromachined, electrostatically actuated mirrors can
be used as variable attenuators, modulators and switches in
optical networking systems [1,2]. Fundamental issues such
as the trade-off between extended travel range and low
pull-in voltage need to be addressed in order to provide
increased design freedom for customized applications. In
theory, the maximum travel range before snap-down for
full-plate electrostatic actuators is 44% of the full-scale
deflection[3]. Leveraged bending and strain stiffening have
been examined to extend this range [4].
This paper reports the effects of using silicon dioxide
coated inner surfaces in electrostatic micro-actuators. The
oxide capacitance acts as a voltage divider, lowering the
effective actuation voltage across the gap of the mirror
structure, i.e., increasing the total bias required to attain a
particular deflection. Also, oxide charge on each electrode
acts in parallel with the electrostatic attraction, in the case
of similarly charged electrodes decreasing the effective
actuation voltage, but increasing the travel range before
snap-down. In addition, the oxide functions to inhibit both
stiction and electrode shorting at snap-down.
Figure 1 shows our torsion micro-mirror schematically.
Figure 1. Silicon micro-mirror structure with a top cantilever held
by two three-beam torsion springs, and a full plate bottom
electrode. Springs with one, two and three beams have been
fabricated. The inner surfaces of each electrode are coated with
silicon dioxide and the top surface with Cr/Au. Dimensions are
listed in Table 1 for one-beam (C3) and three-beam (D3) mirrors.
2. Device Analysis
In the region of stable operation and in the absence of
oxide coated inner surfaces, the moment equation M(0) =
K 00 determines the balance between electrostatic and
elastic restoring torques. This equation is solved to find the
actuation voltage dependence of deflection angle.
Considering the effects of the added oxide layers, the
equation becomes:
0.2 , m (A) (0) _ 114 (R) (9) = K00
	
(1)
where M(1)(0) and /1e )(69 are electrostatic attractive
and repulsive torque respectively, and 6 is a
modification factor due to the oxide capacitance:
2d — LO
a —
The pull-in angle and voltage are determined using
equation 3, since the two intersection points of the spring
and	 electrostatic	 equations	 coincide	 at	 pull-in: 
I
C7 — •M
(A) 10)        
0.2	 OD ( 9 ) ( R) ( =0 (3) 
10          
Numerical approximation by expansion techniques and
finite element analysis simulation are used to find the
solutions for equations 1 and 3.
3. Fabrication and Dimension Verification
Bulk, anisotropic etching (with KOH) was used to form
cavities in 4-inch, n-type, low resistivity (-0.001-0.01 ohm-
cm), <100> silicon substrate wafers. Both the substrate
wafers and ultra-thin, low resistivity (-1-10 ohm-cm)
silicon wafers, —75 km thick, were wet oxidized in the
same furnace to a thickness of —1 pm. Pairs of wafers were
mated in vacuum, then annealed in oxygen to fusion bond
the oxide layers and form sealed cavities. The ultra-thin
top wafer was subsequently thinned by wet etching to —50
p.m, then patterned, allowing the mirror and spring
structures to be formed by inductively coupled plasma deep
reactive ion etching through to the underlying oxide.
Finally, —100 nm of Cr/Au was deposited on the mirrors by
physical vapor deposition. An array of mirror patterns was
created, with mirror dimensions ranging from 400 to 700
km and spring widths from 5 to 10 km. Figure 2 shows
SEM images of a completed device (D3) [21.
Figure 2. SEM images of a fabricated micro -mirror device (D3).
Table 1 lists the dimensions for the two mirror sizes
used in this investigation, D3 and C3. Accurate dimensions
were determined using optical profilometry.
DIMENSIONS (gm) D3 C3 OTHER
, 9-bea 1
.	 ..
s) ( 1 -bea. springs) PARAMETERS
11 700 600 G=0.73x10'MPa
680 580 Eo=8.85x I 0 -I 'F/in
48.6 48.6 E„,=3.85
d e, 6.96 6.96 Q„„ =6x10 1 ic in'
10 i0 t„,-= 1.04m
3 x 200 I x 350
48.6 48.6
Stiffness	 ns-nito 3.382x10" 4.428x10'
Table 1. Summary of mirror parameters.
It can be seen in Figure 3a that the device has a small
upward deflection at zero bias (a maximum of —200 nm for
the D3 device). Because of the thick top silicon electrode.
2d — LO
(2)
600 	 10 	 20 	 30 	 40
Bias Voltage (V)
a
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this deflection cannot be attributed to stress from the Cr/Au
deposition. Optical profilometry at pull-in confirms a 6.96
1..un gap depth as shown in Figure 3b.
Figure 3(a). Maximum deflection at zero bias. Figure 3(b).
WYKO optical profile of a D3 device at pull-in,
indicating good flatness of the mirror surface.
4. Net Oxide Charge
The introduction of net oxide charge into an otherwise
charge free system will cause a parallel shift of the
capacitance-voltage, C-V G , curve by an amount -Q/C„,. As
shown in Figure 4, a C-V curve measured at 1 KHz shows
a positive flat band voltage shift, indicating a net negative
oxide charge. This is typically expected of wet oxides with
the usual water-related traps. The C-V was measured on
3mm x 3mm chips. The resulting capacitance is the
parallel sum of the mirror capacitance, which has 2 lam of
oxide dielectric and a 6.96 pim air gap at -0 V, and the
capacitance of the surrounding chip area, which has a 2
oxide dielectric without an air gap. This parallel sum is
essentially the capacitance of the surrounding chip area
alone, but it nonetheless provides a measure of the quality
of the oxide between the mirrors since the oxide in both
regions is the same. The net charge in these oxides is
easily controllable by temperature and oxidation ambient
conditions. From the data, the net oxide charge density is
calculated from the flat band shift to be -3 x 10 1°/cm 2 per
oxide, in good agreement with the charge required to cause
the initial deflection shown in Figure 3a, -1 x 10 1°/cm 2 .
-40 	 -20 	 20
	
40
Bias Voltage (V)
Figure 4. C-V curve at I KHz, indicating a 6.5V shift.
5. Simulation and Experimental Results
Numerical approximation by the expansion technique
and finite element analysis simulation using commercial
MemCad 4.6 software were used to find the dependence of
deflection angle on bias voltage. The resulting pull-in
variations are listed in Table 2.
Cale. Sim. Calc.
(only cap. effect)
Exp
(both effects)
D3: V,,„, (V) 22.7 20.9 25.2 46
D3: angle (rx) 0.44 0.44 0.45 0.62
C3: V,,,„ (V) 40.8 39.8 44.7 88.5
C3: angle C:4 0.44 0.44 0.45 0.62
Table 2. Pull-in variation due to oxide effects. Columns 2 and 3 are
calculation and simulation results without considering the effects
of oxide, column 4 is the calculated results considering only the
added effect of oxide capacitance, and column 5 is the measured
results considering both the added effect of oxide capacitance and
the net oxide charge.
Table 2 demonstrates the intluence of oxide in
extending the travel range beyond its 44% theoretical limit
in the absence of oxide. Without oxide, the MemCad
simulated pull-in voltages are 20.9V and 39.8V for D3 and
C3 devices respectively, showing good agreement with
analytically calculated pull-in voltages, 22.7V and 40.8V.
In column three, note that the pull-in angle is only slightly
increased over 44% due to the influence of oxide
capacitance, at the cost of several volts of applied bias. We
conclude that the travel range cannot be significantly
increased by the oxide capacitance effect alone. However,
with a net oxide charge present, the repulsive force is
inversely related to the deflection angle and the resultant
repulsive torque can increase dramatically with increased
deflection angle.
The simulated results for electrodes without an oxide,
and the measured results including the effects due to the
presence of the oxide, are compared in Figure 5. The travel
range of both D3 and C3 devices was increased from 44%
to 62% at the cost of roughly doubling the applied bias
voltage. A similar trade-off is seen for alternative travel
range extension methods.
Figure 5. Effects of net oxide charge on the displacement of D3
and C3 micro-mirror devices.
6. Conclusions
The oxide capacitance reduces the effective bias
voltage of narrow gap electrostatic micro-mirrors with only
a slight increase in deflection angle while the existence of
net oxide charge leads to extended travel range (from 44%
to 62% for full plate micro torsion mirrors). These effects
reveal a new approach for travel range extension of electro-
static micro-actuators. Because of its simplicity, repro-
ducibility and ease of manufacture, as well as benefits of
decreased stiction and inhibited electrode shorting, using
insulating coating layers may be preferred over other travel
range extension methods in many applications.
The authors acknowledge financial support for this
work from the NJ MEMS Initiative sponsored through the
NJ Commission on Science and Technology.
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ABSTRACT
This paper demonstrates two passive feedback methods
to obtain increased travel range in electrostatic micro
actuators directly in the electrostatic domain. The first
method is modeled as a series capacitor loop in which an
integrated fixed capacitor is utilized as a voltage divider to
control the effective actuation voltage across the variable
capacitor/actuator, and the resulting increased travel ranges
are obtained up to 100% and -70% full scale for vertical Z
micro actuators and torsion full-plate micro actuators,
respectively. The second method utilizes negative feedback
due to Coulombic repulsion force between the net oxide
charges that exist in two oxide layers placed between the
actuator electrodes, and the resulting travel range is found to
be 62% for a fabricated three-spring device.
Keywords: Electrostatic Micro Mirror, Electrostatic Micro
Actuator, Travel Range, Series Capacitor Loop, Pull In.
1 INTRODUCTION
Large travel range is especially important in emerging
optical micro mirror and variable capacitor applications. In
theory, the maximum travel range before pull in is 33.33%
for full-plate vertical out-of-plane electrostatic actuators and
44.04% for torsion electrostatic actuators [1]. Generally, in
order to extend an actuator's travel range before snap down,
a negative feedback mechanism is required. Mechanical
approaches such as leveraged bending and strain stiffening
have been examined previously [2]. The two methods
described here introduce negative feedback and extend the
travel range directly in the electrostatic domain. These
methods are passive in that no external closed loop feedback
control is employed.
The first method utilizes a series capacitor to modulate
the effective actuation voltage across the variable capacitor.
The resulting voltage across the actuator exhibits a
maximum value at a specific applied bias, beyond which it
begins to drop even though the charge density keeps
increasing to give an increased electrostatic torque. The
effect of this decreasing voltage is to delay the increase of
electrostatic torque so that the restoring elastic torque can
balance it at an expanded travel range. Two typical micro
mirror structures: out-of-plane vertical and torsion, are used
to verify this concept. In this paper we will first present the
mathematical analysis of the series capacitor loop model,
then simulation results obtained using the CoSolver feature
of Memcad 
TM
 software are compared with analytical
results with good agreement.
The second method utilizes negative feedback due to
coulombic repulsion between the net oxide charges that exist
in two oxide layers placed between the actuator electrodes.
The net oxide charge is modeled to be immobile and located
within 25A of the Si-Si0 2 interface, without electrical
communication with the Si. The C-V characteristics of the
fabricated torsion mirror structure show a negative net oxide
charge density of magnitude 10 1° ' 12/cm 2 . The repulsive
interaction will occur significantly when oxides layers are in
close proximity (e.g. d=6.96pim for example device). In
addition, the fixed charge density is comparable to the
surface charge density (109 ' 12/cm 2) due to applied bias
voltage from IV to 200V for our prototype device.
Therefore an extra repulsive electrostatic torque is
superimposed on the attractive electrostatic torque to retard
the increasing rate of the total electrostatic torque in such a
manner that a negative feedback mechanism is introduced
into the actuator structure that enables the elastic torque of
spring structure to balance the electrostatic torque at an
expanded travel range up to 62% of full scale deflection.
This increased travel range occurs at the expense of an
increased bias voltage. It should be mentioned that the oxide
layers also serve as a voltage divider in the prototype
structure, but this effect is not dominant.
2 MODELING AND ANALYSIS FOR
METHOD 1
As modeled in Figure 1, the first method utilizes an
integrated fixed series capacitor as a voltage divider to
modulate the effective voltage across the variable capacitor
/actuator. Applying Newton's second law to the 1-D
actuator system gives the structural equation (1).
Differentiating with respect to x, multiplying by x and
subtracting equation 1 givens the pull-in equation (2).
(Actuator)
Movable
Ca
(Voltage Divide
s Fixed Plaits 
AK/A
Cs
2
R I 	 D X PIN 	 X PIN
The travel range is solved to be:
x
TR = PIN = 1 1
D 3
a) 	 (6)
=0 (5)
1 dC
2 dx
d pt, 	 xriN
d C	 1  dC  =0
	 (2)
where C is the overall capacitance of the actuator system
and K and x are the generalized spring stiffness and the
change of generalized displacement, respectively.
GND
Figure 1: Circuit of Series Capacitor Loop
The static characteristics of an arbitrary electrostatic
micro actuator are determined by the 1 st and 2" derivatives
of the overall capacitance of the actuator system with
respect to x, and the design of an actuator system is simply
the design of its overall capacitance. For most applications,
there are analytical expression or empirical approximation
for the overall capacitance that enable designers to obtain
quick characteristics for the static behavior of an
electrostatic micro actuator by utilizing the above
equations. Now we address the obtainable large travel range
for two popular electrostatic micro mirror structures.
2.1	 Vertical Z Actuator
In the vertical Z actuator, the movable plate is rigid and
suspended by a folded spring structure. We assume that no
deformation occurs on the movable electrode plate during
actuation as illustrated in figure 2. Also, we consider the
case of full plate actuation.
Referring to figure 1, we define the capacitance ratio
a= cao/c, (where C„0 is C„ at x=0), then C, takes the
form:	 C, = a - IC„ 0 = 	 (E 0 AID). 	 Considering	 this
integrated capacitance, the net capacitance of the actuator
system satisfies the relation = Cu + C -1 . The overall
capacitance C can be shown to be:
C = °A
	(3)
(1+ a)D — x
Plugging the 1 s` and 2" order derivatives of equation (3)
into equation (1) and (2), the structural and pull in
equations are obtained as:
x 	 (4)
Thus the effect of the incorporated capacitance is
equivalent to a gap depth extension from D to (1 + a)D .
The travel range of the new system becomes 1/ 3 multiplied
by (1 + a) , always larger than that of a single capacitor
system for a # 0 . A ratio a = 2 leads to 100% gap depth
travel range, where the series capacitance is equal to half of
the zero deflection C,0 value.
The corresponding pull in voltage is obtained as:
8KD 3 (1+ a) 3
Equation (7) indicates that the increased travel range is
obtained at sacrifice of actuation voltage by a factor of
(1 + a) :/2 . Equations (6) at a -= 0 lead to the well-known
1/3 travel range for a single capacitor vertical z-actuator.
2.2	 Cantilever Torsion Actuator
For the wedge shaped capacitance of the actuator shown
schematically in figure 3 and considering the single active
wedge-like capacitance:
Kx ( 1 )
go Av 2
2[(1 + a)D — x]
V PIN 27E0 A
(7)
Figure 2: Vertical Z Mirror 2-D layout View
d ' R) (0) 	 (0) = 0
dO
(12)
0
IoW 
In D 
8 D – LO
where W and L are the mirror width and length
respectively, D is initial gap depth and 0 is the angle of tilt
under bias voltage. In this system the introduction of a
series capacitor leads to the ratio a(0) such that
[a(0) -1 –11= C,(0)1C , . The overall capacitance C of the
torsion actuator system can be easily expressed as:
C C, (0) • a(0) . For this system, the structural and pull-in
equations become:
Movable Si Mirror Plate
Fixed Si Substrate
Figure 3: Torsion Micro Mirror with Oxides
1
ti
	 alV2 = K0 0
	
(9)
[(C ("a +2Ca a' + C „a") – —el ( Cu a + C 	
opLv 
= 0	 (10)
The complexity of the capacitance expression requires
numerical iteration in order to solve equations (9) and (10).
Section 4 will provide a comparison between these
solutions and FEA simulation results. It can be shown that
for the example device NC3, the travel range increases up
to 70% of the full scale.
3 ANALYSIS OF METHOD 2
For the torsion actuator of figure 3, the structural equation is:
M" ) (0) 	 m(0) = K90 	 (11)
M( `4)( 0) and 08)(0) are the electrostatic attractive and
repulsive torques respectively. The pull-in angle and bias
voltage are determined by solving equation (6):
L
e 
dM (0)
 Air
dO
Numerical approximation by expansion techniques and
FEA simulation can be used to find the solutions for
equation (11) and (12).
4 SIMULATIONS AND CALCULATIONS
FOR METHOD 1
4.1 Vertical Z Actuator
For vertical bending actuators, as shown in figure 4, the
resultant voltage across the actuator exhibits a maximum
value at a specific applied bias, beyond which it begins to
drop. It can be seen from this calculation that the maximum
effective voltage occurs exactly at the original pull in
position if no series capacitor were presented. Although the
charge density on the movable plate always increases with
the bias voltage, the voltage across the air gap does not
increase beyond the maximum value because of the rapid
capacitance increase of variable capacitor.
A pplied Vo It a iciW (V)
Figure 4: Effective Actuation Voltage vs. Applied Bias
Voltage for Different Capacitance Ratio (R=Cs/Cao) for
Vertical Z Actuator
The effect of this decreasing voltage is to delay the
increase of electrostatic torque so that the restoring elastic
torque can balance it at an expanded travel range.
Numerical analysis shows that at the expense of increased
applied voltage, the series capacitor can expand the travel
range to 100% full scale for out-of-plane vertical full-plate
micro actuators. The extended travel range (vertical (VC I)
devices) is illustrated in Figures 5 showing the travel range
extension results for different ratios of the series to initial
actuator capacitance.
In figure 5, R is the reciprocal of the pre-defined
capacitance ratio a . The theoretical analysis results agree
very well with simulated results. If R is chosen smaller than
0.5, the full-scale travel range can be achieved.
(8)
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Figure 5: Normalized Deflection vs. Applied Voltage for
Different Capacitance Ratios. Vertical Z Actuator VC1 with
Gap Depth=4um
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Figure 6: Normalized Deflection vs. Applied Voltage for
NC3 Torsion Mirror with Gap Depth=l2um.
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4.2 	 Cantilever Torsion Actuator
The simulated results, and the measured results without
the effects of the net oxide charge present, are compared in
figure (7). The travel range of D3 was increased from 44%
to 62% at the cost of an increased bias voltage.
Figure 7: The Measured Effects of Oxides on The
Deflection Dependence on Bias Voltage for D3 Device.
6 CONCLUSIONS
A torsion mirror (NC3) as illustrated in figure 3,
neglecting the effects of oxides, is simulated with different
capacitance ratios. Figure 6 shows the comparison of
iteration and simulation results, where R is equal to Cs/CaO.
These results are found to be in good agreement.
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5 SIMULATION VS EXPERIMENT
COMPRISON FOR METHOD 2
The net oxide charge density is calculated to be — 6.2
x10 10/cm 2 by C-V characteristics [3]. An empirical
expression for repulsive electrostatic torque is curve fitted
as equation (7) for a D3 device. This expression is given in
equation (13). Other devices follow the same pattern with
variable coefficients; this fact implies that the net oxide
charge has well-defined bias voltage dependence. V 0
 (12V
for D3) is the bias voltage at which the mirror has zero
deflection angle.
Two passive feedback methods have been described
which give increased travel range in electrostatic actuators
but sacrifice bias voltage. These methods can be combined
to optimize travel range for customized applications.
Because of their simplicity, reproducibility and ease of
manufacture, the methods may be preferred over other
travel range extension methods in some electrostatic micro
actuator applications, for example, variable capacitors of
wide tunable range and large deflection micro mirror
structures. Future work needs to be done to investigate the
voltage-dependence of net oxide charge and its effects on
repulsive electrostatic torque.
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Abstract
We develop a generalized capacitance-based model for the DC or quasi-static behavior of an arbitrary
electrostatic micro-actuator system. The model leads to a two-variable, unitless equation to describe the
response of one degree-of-freedom actuators to an applied bias. In this approach, the problem is reduced to
one of determining an expression for the system capacitance, which significantly simplifies the modeling
process over the traditional force-based method. The usefulness of the capacitance-based method is
illustrated by analyzing several actuator structures, including typical devices, complex designs and the
effects of fringing fields.
Introduction
Electrostatic micro-actuators are small variable capacitor structures that exhibit mechanical motion in
response to an applied voltage. During stable operation, the electrical force between plates is balanced by an
elastic restoring force that is a function of the design and materials of the structure. In many important
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) applications, such as micro-mirrors or etalons, electrostatic actuation
is favored over other more complex or higher power options such as thermal, magnetic or shape memory
processes. The modeling of electrostatic actuator systems has attracted considerable attention in the literature
for a wide variety of actuator types [1-9]. These include actuators with various electrode shapes [4] and sizes
[5], and designs that employ the use of strain stiffening [6], residual stresses [7], and series capacitors [3,9].
Usually the models take a force-based approach to calculate the static device behavior by considering the
balance between the elastic restoring force and the attractive electrical force. This approach typically leads to a
structural equation that predicts the actuator position as a function of applied voltage, and defines the stable,
low voltage region of operation prior to runaway or pull-in, where the nonlinear electrostatic force overcomes
the typically linear restoring force. For classical designs, such as full-plate piston and torsion actuators with one
fixed and one movable plate separated by an air gap, pull-in is found to occur when the plate displacement, as a
fraction of the maximum displacement (either the original gap depth or the maximum tilt angle), is 0.33 and
0.44, respectively [1-2].
In contrast to the approach where the electrostatic force is formulated directly for each design, which can be
challenging for complex systems, in this paper we develop a single, general, capacitance-based model that can
be applied to the design of virtually any electrostatic actuator system. In our approach, the problem becomes
one of determining an expression for the system capacitance, which can significantly simplify the modeling
process. After first deriving a set of capacitance-based differential equations to describe the system, we
formulate a general, unitless equation which is valid for one degree-of-freedom electrostatic micro-actuators.
Using this theory, we describe a sequence of steps that can be followed in designing electrostatic micro-
actuators quickly, without going through exhaustive force analysis. To demonstrate the usefulness of this
approach, the process is applied to the analysis of several example actuator structures.
Theory and Method
An electrostatic actuator can be modeled as a variable capacitor suspended by elastic springs as shown in
Figure 1. The equations to describe this system are derived under the assumption that the spring stiffness
components, K, (i=1,2,3), are constants and independent of the actuated strain.
Applying conservation of energy to the electro-mechanical system and differentiating with respect to
displacement components, x i , results in a structural equation in the force domain given by:
1 [  ac ac ac x,
2 ax, ax, ax
K1
o
0
()
K,
0
0
0 
K,
(1)
(where, A is defined as A 	 x
	x PIN 	 r 1 dC 
L x dx
1 dC
x dx V
, and U =
VPIN
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where C is the variable actuator capacitance, and K, and x are orthogonal spring stiffness and displacement
components, respectively. Multiplying by x, on both sides of Eq. (1), and differentiating with respect to x„
leads to the pull-in equation for the structure when evaluated at the pull-in displacement position:
[ a 2 C 1 ac a[x,]2 x i ax, = 0 . (2)
Hence the pull in voltage can be derived as:
Vi,PIN =
The above three equations govern the static behavior of electrostatic micro-actuators. From these
equations, the displacement dependence on applied bias voltage can be obtained using Eq. (1), and pull-in
displacement and voltage can be obtained using Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively.
The static characteristics of an arbitrary electrostatic micro-actuator are determined by the ls t and 2'd
derivatives of the overall capacitance of the actuator system with respect to displacement. Therefore, the design
of an actuator system is actually a design of the derivatives of the system capacitance. From the pull-in
equations, it can also be concluded that pull-in displacement has no spring stiffness dependence, and the
stiffness only contributes to the pull-in voltage. These equations are also valid for actuator systems with
multiple capacitors, such as the previously reported travel range extension work using series capacitors[3,9], or
complex devices such as one discussed later in this paper, which are modeled using multiple capacitor
components. In these cases, one needs to consider overall system capacitance instead of the single, variable
capacitance.
In many applications, the actuator system is engineered to be a one degree-of-freedom (1 DOF) system.
For such a system we can rewrite Eq. (1) at pull-in as:
1 dC 
2 dx	
vPIN ' 	 PIN • 	 (4)
When combined with the general structural equation, spring parameters are eliminated from the equation,
and we are left with a two-variable, unitless equation to describe the motion of a 1 DOF actuator:
A • U 2 = 1 ,	 (5)
(3)
The unitless actuation response equation, Eq. (5), is valid for 1 DOF electrostatic actuator systems. For a
given design, if an analytical expression is used for the capacitance, the actuation curve can easily be obtained
using the design flow shown in Fig. 2. In the figure, the device dimensions, the spring stiffness or elasticity
parameters, and an expression for the device capacitance are to be set by the designer. Then the pull-in
displacement is calculated using Eq. 2, the pull-in voltage is calculated using Eq. 3 and the actuation curve is
determined using Eq. 5. This approach enables designers to obtain characteristics of an electrostatic micro-
actuator quickly without going through exhaustive force analysis.
Applications
1. Parallel piston and rectangular cantilever torsion actuators
As an example application, we consider a parallel rigid plate capacitor system where the capacitance
AEO expression is simply C =	 , where A is the plate area and D is the initial gap depth. Solving the pull-in
(D — x)
8KD 3
equations leads to xpIN = —
1
D and Vp/N = 	 . By defining X = 	
x 
, the unitless response
3	 27E0A	 X PIN
3
equation is obtained as 2U = X
VX 
AN	 Here the two normalized parameters, voltage and
displacement, are deliberately arranged on different sides of the equation. To provide a numerical example for
9
response equation for this case is 4.84U 2 = X 3
0.44X
+10 0.44X) , where X = 	 0 , which
1-0.44X
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this design, if the initial gap depth is 3	 and the pull-in voltage is calculated to be 12 V, then for 0.1 p.m
displacement, a 5.5 V actuation voltage is required. Another simple but enlightening example is the rectangular
full-plate torsion actuator, for which capacitance is given by C = 
E° A In 	 , where A is the area of the
LO D — LO
plate, L is the electrode length, 0 is the actuator deflection angle, and D is the initial gap depth. In this case the
pull-in deflection angle is calculated to be 0 piN 	 0.44 • tan —1 (D/L), and the corresponding pull-in voltage is
0. 83K0 D 3
	 , where Ko is the torsion spring stiffness, and W is the electrode width. The unitless
E0 1-
3
W
V PIN
agrees with the normalized equation obtained using a force analysis method.[8] Figure 3 shows a comparison
of the two unitless actuation curves obtained for the piston and torsion spring cantilever actuator examples.
These generalized results indicate that torsion and piston devices experience actuation and approach pull-in at
virtually the same rate.
2. Torsion actuator with rigid center boss
The capacitance-based analysis method has avoided the complicated force analysis and is particularly
suitable for the study of complex micro-actuator systems in which the usual force-balance approach is not
straightforward. To demonstrate this, the capacitance of a double-clamped, rigid beam actuator system with a
center boss is approximated, and the pull-in dependence on the length ratio of the two capacitor types is
determined. As shown schematically in Figure 4, the boss is viewed as a rigid body during actuation and the
rigid rotational sections are viewed as forming wedge-shaped capacitors. This is a valid assumption for a small
amplitude actuation, where the rotational sections are expected to operate in a pure torsion mode. In this case,
the two deflected beam sections have an angled profile, and the net capacitance for these sections is given by
C =_ EOWLI  In 	 , where z is the center deflection of the beam, D is the initial gap depth, and W and L I are
D — z
the beam width and length parameters, respectively. By adding a parallel plate capacitor C2 = s0W L2 for the
D — z
boss region of length L2, the overall capacitance of the actuator system is:
C = EOWLI  In 	 + s0W 	(6)
zD — z D — z
Fringing effects are ignored in this approximation. As shown in Figure 5, the pull-in displacement is calculated
to be between 0.33 and 0.44 of the initial gap depth, depending on the two length parameters L I and L2,
(L=1-1+L2).
3. Series capacitor method to extend travel range
Another application example is the analysis of the series capacitor method to extend the travel range of
electrostatic actuators[3,9]. In this case, the overall capacitance of the system should be used, satisfying the
relation = + , where C a is the variable actuator capacitance and C,, is the fixed series capacitance.
Taking cc to be the capacitance ratio at zero bias, C,/C a, the pull-in displacement is solved to be
x PIN = 
1
—(1 a)D . Thus adding the series capacitance is equivalent to extending the gap depth from D to
3
(1 + a)D . The unitless actuation equation takes the same form as that of a single parallel plate capacitor
system. The extended travel range effect is illustrated in Figure 6 for a full plate, piston-type actuator[9].
Notice that at the expense of increased bias voltage, travel range is extended from 33% of the initial gap depth
for a = 0 (i.e., no series capacitor) to full travel with no pull-in for a > 2 . As shown in the figure, the
calculated pull-in points compare favorably with values determined using MEMCAD 4.8 finite element analysis
simulation.
10
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4. Cantilever torsion actuators with power function shaped electrodes
The capacitance equations provide a shortcut method for investigating actuators with various electrode
shapes and sizes. As an example, we consider torsion actuators with a general power function shaped bottom
electrode as sketched in Figure 7. In the figure, the rectangular, upper plate proof mass is suspended by pure
torsion springs, and the bottom electrode is defined by a shape function y(x). The initial gap between the two
plates is D, B is the deflection angle, and L is the plate length. Neglecting fringing field effects, the general
capacitance expression is written as:  
2E0x"   c = f  dx (7) 
D — (L — x)0      
Pull-in results are calculated for capacitor expressions with various values of n. The corresponding electrode
shapes are illustrated in the inset in Figure 8.
When n = 1, the geometry of the electrode is a triangle. The capacitance is:
E (— D + LO)Log[D]+ (D — LO)Log[D — LB])
C = ° 	 (8)
The normalized pull-in angle, i.e., as a fraction of the maximum tilt angle, is found to be 0.542.
When n = 2 and n = 0.5, the geometry is a parabola. The capacitance is integrated as:
E° 0 ( —2D + 3L0) + 2(D — L0) 2 Log[D] — 2(D — LB)' Log[D — L0])C = 	 (n = 2) (9
03	
)
and
0 2 VD—LO
The normalized pull-in angle is found to be 0.492 for n = 0.5 and 0.638 for n 2, in both cases constants,
independent of the electrode length.
Generally, when n E [0,oo], the capacitance is integrated as
LO 
2 pe" EF2 11+ n, 1, 2 + n,
— D + LO C =
I
(1+ n)(D — LO)
where
F21 (a , b , c , z) = 	
(a) k (b) k z k	 (12)
k=0 	 (C) k k!
and the function (a)k is defined as the product of (a)(a+ 1 )...(a+k). Using this general expression, the effect of
the power n on the normalized pull-in angle is shown in Figure 8. As n increases, the normalized pull-in angle
increases linearly to full travel range with no pull-in when n is higher than 6. The increasing travel range with n
is a surprising finding for buried electrodes that are as long as the upper, movable plate.
5. Fringing field effects on the static behavior of microactuators
Using the capacitance-based approach it become easy to investigate the effect of fringing fields on
system pull-in. This is illustrated using two piston actuator examples: I) very long plates of width much
smaller than length, W<<L, and 2) circular disks of radius R. Assuming that the separation between electrodes
is small and that fringing effects are negligible, the capacitance for these systems is given by
Cm„,/L =Elb and CaLsk = ERR ib . Here b is the aspect ratio defined as b D/W and b = D/R for the plate
and disk capacitor systems, respectively. Including fringing and actuator motion, these expressions
become [ 1 01:
g 	
D — xL 	 D — x 	 rtiV
C plate 	E0W
	
2(D — x) 2(D — x) 
to 	 (13)
4pE(VLO(D — LO) + (—D + LO)ArcTan
C = (n = 0.5)	 (10)
and
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E0Ch k = °
D — x
where D is the initial gap between the two plates and x is the deflection. Using these expressions, Figure 9
shows the calculated effects of fringing on the pull-in displacement for the two types of parallel plate actuators.
In typical MEMS devices, the aspect ratio b is between 0.01 and 1. Figure 9 shows that as b increases from
0.01 to 1, the effect of fringing fields is to increase system travel range from 33.33% to 36.88%, and from
33.33% to 35.4% for long parallel-plate and disk actuators, respectively. While this may be a surprising result,
a similar theoretical finding has recently been published for a specific design 1111.
6. The effect of spring stiffening on system pull-in
The capacitance-based approach can be applied to study the effect of spring stiffening on system pull-
in. In this case, neglecting time-dependent forces, the 1 DOF problem becomes:
1 dC 3V - Kix+ 
- 	
(15
2 dx	
)
where the right side of the equation includes a non-linear elastic force term due to spring stiffening. In this
model, the pull-in expression in Eq. 2 becomes
[d 2 C 
dx2	
1	 1 dC
-
	= 0,	 (16)
f,x dx
2(K3 I K i )x 2
where f is defined as f ( K x)	- =	 . Figure 10 illustrates the effect of spring stiffening on
i 	 1+ 3(1C, I K i )x
system pull-in for a rectangular cantilever torsion actuator. For low values of KIK,, where the nonlinear spring
stiffening is negligible, the normalized pull-in angle is 0.44, as expected. A significant increase in travel range
is obtained when the ratio of the cubic term over the linear term KIK / goes beyond 20. At a practical range of
50 to 80, the normalized pull-in angle is about 0.5 to 0.54, but it asymptotically approaches —0.83 for higher
values of K3/K 1 .
Conclusions
In conclusion, we have developed a general, capacitance-based model that can be applied to the design of a
wide range of electrostatic micro-actuators. In this approach, the problem is reduced to one of determining an
expression for the system capacitance, which can significantly simplify the modeling process over the
traditional force-based method. To demonstrate the usefulness of this approach, the process has been applied to
the analysis of parallel plate piston actuators, rectangular cantilever torsion actuators, a beam actuator with a
rigid center boss, travel range extension using series capacitors, power function shaped cantilever torsion
actuators, devices with significant fringing fields, and the effects of non-linear spring stiffening. Expected
results are confirmed for the classical devices such as piston and torsion actuators. Also, a clear understanding
is provided for the pull-in behavior of the complex beam actuator, the travel range extension using series
capacitors and the effects of spring stiffening. Finally, two new findings are reported: increased travel range
due to fringing effects and the possibility of full travel without pull-in using power function shaped, full plate
electrodes.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
FIG. 1. A model of a 3D electrostatic actuator system in which a movable plate has three orthogonal
displacement components, x,, and three orthogonal elastic components, K,. The actuator is driven by an applied
bias, VB.
FIG. 2. Design flow for an arbitrary 1 DOF actuator system.
FIG. 3. Comparison of two unitless actuation curves obtained for piston and torsion spring cantilever actuator
examples.
FIG. 4. Schematic of a beam actuator with a rigid center boss. The boss is viewed as a rigid body during
actuation, and the deformed sections are taken to have an angled profile for small gap depths and displacements.
FIG. 5. Pull-in dependence on the ratio of the deformed region length to boss length for the center boss actuator
example of Figure 4.
FIG. 6. Normalized deflection versus applied voltage for different capacitance ratios for a full-plate piston-type
actuator. The open circles mark the calculated pull-in points.
FIG. 7. A schematic view of a cantilever torsion actuator with an arbitrary power function shaped electrode.
FIG. 8. The effect of the power function index n on the normalized pull-in angle. The inset illustrates the
electrode shapes corresponding to various values of n.
FIG. 9. The effect of fringing fields on the normalized pull-in displacement of parallel plate actuator systems of
various aspect ratio, b.
FIG. 10. The effect of spring stiffening on the normalized pull-in angle of a torsion cantilever actuator.
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Abstract-- We describe a technique to rapidly prototype
microelectromechanical systems by combining the use of 1)
patterned SU-8 photoresist to form an electrically insulating
spacer layer on a silicon substrate, 2) wafer bonding to affix
single crystal silicon above the spacer layer, and 3) deep reactive
ion etching to form suspended structures over the patterned
spacer. Technical details of the wafer bonding process are
presented. Experimental results from a rapidly prototyped test
structure are shown. It is expected that this process will not be
limited to silicon-based systems.
1. INTRODUCTION
In the rapidly evolving microelectromechanical systems
(MEMS) industry, the need exists to quickly and easily
prototype devices in order to test or demonstrate their
feasibility or functionality. A particular requirement common
to many proposed MEMS applications is for a uniform,
patterned, insulating, fairly robust spacer layer to separate, for
example, fixed electrode planes from movable electrodes.
The spacer must be bondable between the electrode planes, of
controllable and uniform thickness, and able to withstand the
thermal, mechanical and chemical stresses of device
processing. In this paper we explore the possibility of using
patterned thick photoresist, namely SU-8,[1] as the spacer
layer for rapid prototyping, combining it with wafer bonding
and deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) to quickly and easily
produce "proof-of-principle" devices. Likely advantages of
using SU-8 include the relatively low cost of the material, and
flexibility and ease of use over other options such as
"%FA e/,
////,71/71/3#A
micromachined glass or ceramics.[2,3] Also, patterned spacer
layers ranging from -1 to -1000 p.m are possible using the
resist, it is easily exposed using a standard UV aligner, the
finished bottom surface leaves no polymer residue,[4] and
cross-linked SU-8 is chemically resistant when cured above
100 V, thermally stable to temperatures over 200 "C and
compatible with the Bosch inductively coupled plasma DRIE
technology. We find that our rapid prototyping approach is so
successful, both in its simplicity and versatility, that it may
even be sufficient for device production in some situations
where thermal coefficient of expansion (TCE) mismatch
between the spacer and electrodes may not be an issue.
2. PROTOTYPING PROCESS DETAILS
To demonstrate the viability of the SU-8 approach we
designed electrostatically actuated, mm-sized, -50 p.m thick,
piston-type actuator, spring suspended plates to sit -23 pm
above a silicon ground plane. Design and simulation was
accomplished using MEMCAD 4.8, to give a range of devices
capable of up to several pm's of vertical motion for ten's of
volts applied bias. A schematic cross-section view of the
device is shown in Figure 1. Our goal was to prototype a
working demonstration structure as quickly and easily as
possible by bonding an ultra-thin silicon membrane wafer[5]
to a patterned SU-8 layer on a silicon handle wafer, then
combining standard photolithography and DRIE to pattern
and cut out the plate shape and springs. By using an ultra-thin
silicon membrane, no post-bonding thinning or polishing step
is required. A description of the fabrication sequence is
DRIE etched silicon membrane, —50 pm
patterned SU-8, --20 p.m
silicon substrate
Figure 1: Cross-sectional illustration of a rapidly prototyped, electrostatically actuated, mm-sized, 50 p.m thick, spring
suspended plate bonded via a -23 pm patterned SU-8 resist layer above a silicon ground plane.
Table 1: Rapid prototyping process details.
1. P-clean substrate and ultra-thin wafers
2. Oxidize substrate and ultra-thin wafers, -250 nm,
pyrogenic steam, 1050 °C
3. Spin SU-8 onto substrate, -23 }..trn; expose and
develop to form cavities
4. Bond ultra-thin wafer to patterned SU-8
• Attach ultra-thin wafer to a handle wafer
• Bond in EV-501 system: 	 lx10 -3 mbar, 1500 N
force, 100 °C, 10 min
5. Photolithography on ultra-thin wafer surface for
DRIE etching, Shipley 3813 photoresist
6. Dry etch oxide from exposed areas of ultra-thin
wafer surface
7. DRIE ultra-thin wafer, Bosch process; stops on oxide
at bond surface of ultra-thin wafer
8. Dry etch oxide from back surface of substrate wafer
to enable electrical contact to substrate as a ground
plane
9. Dry etch oxide from DRIE cavities to release
suspended device structures
10. Metallize top surface by evaporation (Cr/Au); does
not short active layer to substrate
11. Protect active devices with photoresist, dice wafer,
clean individual chips and test.
provided in Table 1.
3. PATTERNING SU-8
SU-8 is a negative photoresist that can be spin coated and
patterned using a UV contact aligner. Since it is an epoxy-
based product, it is prone to thermal stresses that can lead to
the formation of cracks during processing. Also, the resist
needs to be handled carefully to avoid the creation of air
bubbles that may impact coating results. In this
demonstration project, our goal was to form a 23 p.m spacer
layer using the SU-8. Building on known pre- and post-
exposure bake and developing processes provided by the SU-
S vendor, we developed the procedure to pattern the resist
outlined in Table 2. Slow thermal ramps were important to
minimize cracking of the resist near sharp features. No
obvious residue remained in developed areas after processing.
As shown in step 1 of Table 2, varying the spin rate allowed
for control of the final spacer layer thickness from 21 to 32
pim for rates ranging from 2000 to 3500 rpm. A fairly wide
range of spin rates, 2000 to 3000 rpm, gave rise to a relatively
Table 2: SU-8 patterning process.
1. Spin coat (specially programmed ramps to and from
final spin speed):
• 2000 rpm for a 321.1m spacer layer thickness
• 2500 rpm for a 25 !Lim spacer layer thickness
• 3000 rpm for a 23 ptm spacer layer thickness
• 3500 rpm for a 21 !Lim spacer layer thickness
2. Soft pre-exposure bake at 60 °C for 3 min, 2 min
ramp to 95 °C, 5 min bake at 95 °C, >5 min ramp to
room temperature
3. Expose, -260 mJ/c	 (30 sec at -8.5 mW/cm)
4. >5 min ramp to 95 °C, 5 min post-exposure bake at
95 °C, >5 min ramp to room temperature
5. 1 develop for 1 min in fresh PGMEA poured onto
wafer surface, spin off developer, 2" develop for 4 min
in fresh PGMEA poured onto wafer surface, spin dry
small thickness variation, 21 to 25 wri, near our target
thickness.
4. BONDING TO SU-8
One key question was whether the ultra-thin wafer could
be bonded to the patterned SU-8. Using EVI's universal bond
tool (EV-501), and bonding in vacuum to seal the cavities
formed in the resist, we have developed a successful bonding
process. The process details are shown in step 4 of Table 1.
The choice of 1500 N for 10 min was determined from the
results of test bonds at forces ranging from 100 N to 2200 N,
and compression times ranging from 5 min to 1 hr. We
concluded that shorter times at higher forces gave the best
results, with 5-10 min compression times over 1500 N
yielding indistinguishable good results. The bonding
temperature was determined from tests which showed that
baking in the range of 150-200 °C produced a very hard resist
layer that did not bond well. Our successful bonding is
illustrated in Figure 2 which presents an IR image of a 75 mm
diameter, 50 !Am thick silicon wafer bonded to a -20 pan thick
patterned SU-8 layer on a standard thickness, 100 mm
diameter silicon substrate. We find that the ultra-thin wafer
bonds completely up to the cavity edges with no discernable
delamination, and the bond is sufficiently strong that it
withstands the subsequent processing steps, including SiO,
dry etching, immersion in photoresist and SiO, stripping
solutions (acetone and buffered oxide etch), and standard
dicing using a diamond saw.
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Figure 2: IR image of a 75 mm diameter, -50 IAM thick
silicon wafer bonded to a -23 pm thick patterned SU-8
layer on a standard thickness, 100 mm diameter silicon
substrate.
5. DEMONSTRATION DEVICE
Figures 3 and 4 show VEECO optical profilometer
images and analysis data for a completed, functioning chip.
As described in Section 2, the active suspended plate is
designed to be a vertical motion only, piston-type actuator
urn
Figure 3: VEECO optical profilometer image of a
completed, functioning chip. The plate shape is a square on
top of a 45° rotated square. The square side length is 1 mm.
The spring width is 10 pm.
with approximately 1 ).1M of motion for -100 V applied across
a 23 p.m thick spacer layer. As shown in Figure 3, the plate is
suspended at four points by thin springs that follow the shape
of the plate perimeter. The uniform coloring of the plate,
springs and fixed chip surface indicates that the plate is flat
and does not sag, tilt or otherwise diverge from the plane of
the fixed chip surface. The X and Y profiles in Figure 4
Rq	 32.04 urn
Ra	 29.93 um
Rt	 69.43 um
Rp	 7.85 urn
Rv	 -61.57 urn
Angle -32.10 urad 
Curve 13.26 mm 
Terms None 
Avg Ht -14.65 urn 
Area -0.04 mm2
• 0.00 um
Re	 0.00 um
Rt	 0.00 um
Rp	 723 um
Rv 	 7.83 um
Angle	 0.00 mrad 
Curve	 0,00 nm 
Terms None 
Avg Ht 7.83 urn 
Area 0.00 mm2
Figure 4: Two-dimensional analysis of the chip shown in Figure 3. The X and Y profile curves show transitions
between the top of the released plate structure and the bottom of the cavity, i.e., the silicon substrate.
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Figure 5: Measured vertical displacement of the movable
plate as a function of applied bias.
measure the height of the transitions between the top surface
of the suspended plate and the bottom of the cavity, which is
found to be 69 tm, consistent with a plate thickness of 46 !um.
The successful demonstration of the device structure is
illustrated in Figure 5. The figure plots the measured vertical
membrane displacement versus the voltage between the
silicon electrodes. For this particular device -95 V gives -1
1..tm of motion. It is important to note that the electrical
isolation of the SU-8 spacer layer is sufficient to sustain at
least 100 V.
5. CONCLUSION
We have shown that patterned SU-8 photoresist can be
used successfully as an electrically isolating, controlled
thickness, uniform spacer layer as part of a method to rapidly
prototype MEMS devices and systems. The method
combines the use of SU-8, wafer bonding and deep reactive
ion etching. Keys to the success of this approach have
included the ability to bond silicon wafers to the patterned
SU-8 layer, and the subsequent ability to process the bonded
stack, including performing DRIE, standard RIE, wet
chemical processing and wafer dicing. In this paper we have
provided process details for the rapid prototyping of an
electrostatically actuated, mm-sized, -50 tm thick, piston-
type actuator, spring suspended plate, including the specific
recipe for bonding a thin silicon membrane to an SU-8 layer
patterned on a silicon substrate wafer. Devices fabricated
using this method perform as expected. We believe that this
rapid prototyping approach is so successful, both in its
simplicity and versatility, that it may be sufficient for device
production in some situations where TCE mismatch between
the spacer and electrodes may not be an issue. In addition, we
suspect that this approach may not be limited to silicon-based
systems.
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AbstractVIn this paper, we develop a fast, angle based design approach for rectangular
electrostatic torsion actuators based on several simple equations. This approach is
significantly more straightforward than the usual full calculation or simulation methods.
The main results of the simplified approach are verified by comparing them with
analytical calculations and MEMCAD simulations with fractional difference smaller than
3% for torsion mode dominant actuators. Also, good agreement is found by comparison
with the measured behavior of a micro-fabricated full-plate device.
Index Terms — Angle based design approach, rectangular electrostatic torsion actuators.
.	 INTRODUCTION
In response to the demand for increased information capacity, microelectromechanical
systems (MEMS), including optical cross-connects, optical switches, and electrically
controlled variable attenuators, are being investigated for the emerging all optical
telecommunications network [1]. Electrostatic torsion actuators have been implemented
in many of these optical MEMS systems. An important property of the actuators is their
pull-in voltage, beyond which the electrostatic torque overcomes the mechanical torque,
and the movable plate snaps abruptly to the fixed electrode plane. The aim of a typical
design is to determine spring and electrode parameters for a chosen working point near
pull-in that corresponds to a desired maximum controllable tilt angle at a given applied
bias voltage. Numerous papers address torsion actuators and the related pull-in voltage[2-
10]. Among them, Hornbeck [7] uses an analysis based on the balance between the
supporting beam torsion spring torque and the distributed 2-D electrostatic torque on the
plate, but this approach does not lead to a straightforward expression for the pull-in
voltage and the fractional deflection at the pull-in. Osterberg [8] and Gupta [9] have used
electrostatically actuated microelectromechanical test structures for measurement of
device and material properties, including pull-in. With this approach, Osterberg derives a
1-D lumped model equation for the spring constant of a rectangular torsion beam, and
uses this expression in a pull-in voltage equation. However, the fractional deflection is
not derived. Degani, et al., [10] have proposed polynomial algebraic equations for the
pull-in voltage and angle in torsion actuators. However, this calculation is relatively
complicated and time consuming, and must be repeated for every design variation. In this
paper, an angle based design approach for rectangular, electrostatic torsion actuators is
proposed based on several straightforward equations. This approach makes the design
optimization process much easier and faster than the usual full analytical calculation or
finite element simulation methods. The results of the simplified approach are verified by
comparing them with analytical calculations and MEMCAD simulations with fractional
difference smaller than 3% for torsion mode dominant actuators. Also, the predicted
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results are compared with the measured behavior of a full-plate device, and found to be in
good agreement.
II. THEORETICAL STUDY
Figure 1 shows a schematic view of an electrostatic rectangular torsion actuator
consisting of two identical springs, a movable plate and a stationary electrode. The
horizontal distance from the center of the springs(i.e., the axis of rotation) to the nearest
edge of the fixed electrode is a l . a2 and a 3 are the horizontal distances from the center of
the springs to the end of the electrode and to the end of the movable plate, respectively.
The electrode/plate width and vertical separation distance are b and d, respectively. The
length, width and thickness of each spring are 1, w, and t, respectively. Before pull-in, the
mechanical torque, M n-, equals the electrostatic torque M e [10], i.e.,
2a - /3a 1 _ ya 	 a max — ya
a. amax
where a is the angle between the rectangular plate and the electrode, the maximum
constrained tilt angle amax=d/a3 , the electrode length ratio (3=a 2/a3 and the reduced
electrode edge location y=a i /a3 . V, co and Ka are the applied voltage, the dielectric
constant of the vacuum, and the spring constant, respectively. In typical designs a l is
much smaller than a2 or a3 . Thus 7 can be approximated as O. This reduces equation (1) to
2a fla amax
K =
V 
2
b	 1 
	1+	 (2)
Amax
At the pull-in point, the mechanical spring constant K a (i.e., dMm/da) is equal to the
electrostatic spring constant (i.e., dM e/da). Thus differentiating equation (2) with respect
to a, multiplying by a and subtracting equation (2), yields
1 PO
1+ In(1 160 	130) inn = 0(3)1— 1661 pm
	Pin	 3(1— flO p ,„ ) 2 	3(1— /30 )
where 0 is the fractional deflection of the rectangular plate, a/a max, and Opin is the
fractional deflection at pull-in. Solving equation (3) yields
E 0.4404	 (4)
When the electrode length ratio 13=1, O pinE.-0.4404, which means that the full plate
electrode design gives about 44.04% travel range, a well-known result[2-6, 10]. When
0=0.4404, 0p i n=1, i.e., ec=am„• For lower electrode length ratios and a uniform gap depth,
pull-in does not occur.
As shown by Degani, et al., [7], the pull-in voltage Vpin can be obtained from equation
(1),
Ka a Amax fia 	 (1)E0 17 2 b 	 1
2
1 1+ ln(1 — 0.44X)
Y 2 — 0.44X
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(5)2K a d 3
	
pin 3
Eoa_ 3 b 1	 1
n 
— fie
 pm 
1— 130 pm 1— y0 pin 1— ye p ,„
For typical designs where y0 (i.e., the nearest edge of the rectangular electrode is close
to the torsion spring) and 3O p i n -_-,-0.4404, the pull-in voltage expression in equation (5) can
be simplified as
9.68Kaa 3 p,„
s0 b
where ap , r, is the pull-in angle. Based on equation (6), if the pull-in angle and voltage are
set, there would be numerous combinations of K, and b to satisfy the pull-in design. Note
that in equation (6) Vpin is expressed in terms only of the spring constant, the rectangular
plate width and the specified pull-in angle. For completeness, we note that ci can be
written as
apin 0.4404
a„
and the pull-in voltage can be expressed as
Ka d 3
Eoba 2 3
Additional design generalizations can be made by normalizing the applied voltage and
resulting tilt angle by their respective pull-in values in equations (2) and (6). Thus taking
X=a/ap in and Y=V/Vp i n , the equations become
X 3
	
0.2065
and
Va.x. Y 9.68K
aa 3
cobX 3
Equation (9) is a general structural equation for electrostatic torsion actuators with
rectangular plates. It shows that the relationship between the normalized applied voltage
and the normalized tilt angle is independent of the spring parameters, the rectangular
plate width and length, the air gap depth and the electrode length and width if the nearest
edge of the electrode under the rectangular plate is close to the torsion spring. In
equation (10), V a ,x is the required applied voltage for tilt angle a at working point X. If a
is fixed at a maximum desired value, designers can select different working points to
realize a particular actuation. For instance, X=0.9 can be used to avoid the bad
controllability at the pull-in point X=1.0. Then the voltage corresponding to a at X can be
obtained. Note that in equation (10) Vx is expressed in terms only of the spring
constant, the rectangular plate width, the specified angle, the normalized applied voltage
and the normalized tilt angle.
V pi, (6)
d	 (7 )
V	 0.909n (8)
(9)
(10)
V =
3
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Based on equations (4), (9) and (10), a straightforward design approach can be
developed in which only simple calculations are needed for the full design of a
rectangular electrostatic torsion actuator. Figure 2 shows a schematic view of the
approach. In this figure, CD, is the resonant frequency for the torsion mode. The resonant
frequency Oa is determined using
f 	1
j a 27r
where I, is the mass moment of inertia about the rotation axis, which can be written as
0,/	 fffp(y2+z2)dxdydz 31 pa 3 bw(a 3 2 + w 2 )	 (12)
where p is the material density. When t<w, the spring constant can be written as
K
2
G 
wt -
a 	 3	 /
,	 192t	 1
1 	 	tanh
5 	 5
W n=1,3.5 n
n7114)
2t 
(13)     
where G is the shear modulus and equals 0.73x10 11 Pa for silicon[11].
Referring to figure 2, if the desired maximum controllable tilt angle a, the working
point X, and the required applied voltage V a , X are set by the designer, the spring constant
can be obtained after choosing the rectangular plate width b. Then, the designer can
choose the spring length, width and thickness based on the spring constant equation, the
desired resonant frequency and practical fabrication considerations. With a and X, the
pull-in angle am can be obtained. After choosing the fractional deflection at pull-in Opin,
both the electrode length ratio 0, and the maximum constrained tilt angle a max can be
calculated. Specifying one of either the plate length a 3 or electrode spacing d allows the
other to be determined. Using 13 and a3 , the electrode length a2 can be obtained. Finally,
by combining b, a3 and the spring constant, the torsion mode resonant frequency, O a , can
be calculated. If the value of O a is acceptable, then the design procedure stops.
Otherwise, redesign is needed.
III. VERIFICATION
To verify the simplified approach to actuator design outlined in figure 2, we compare
the results of the key calculations in equations (4), (6), (9) and (10) individually with
results from both full analytical calculations and MEMCAD simulations using typical
design parameters. Four different devices are considered during the verification process.
Their dimensions are listed in the table 1.
Device 1 in Table 1 is used for the verification of equation (4). For this device, table 2
shows the calculated fractional deflection at pull-in Opin, and the product of O p i n with the
electrode length ratio 13 for three values of 13, 0.4404, 0.75 and 1. These results have been
determined using both the full analytical calculation (a) and MEMCAD version 4.8
simulation (M). As predicted in equation (4), 130 p i n is always approximately equal to 0.44.
The MEMCAD meshing and convergence parameters are listed in the table.
Devices 1 (with (3=0.75) and 2 in Table 1 are used to verify the result from equation
(6). The plate width and spring parameters of these two actuators are the same, however,
the plate length and gap depth are different. Table 3 confirms that pull-in voltages are
roughly the same at the same pull-in angle ap i r, for the two devices, as predicted in
equation (6).
4
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Devices 2 and 3 in Table 1, with completely different design parameters, are used to
verify the relationship described in equation (9). Figure 3 plots analytical and MEMCAD
solutions of X versus Y for devices 2 and 3 along with equation (9). The curves are
nearly indistinguishable, thus confirming equation (9).
Devices 2 and 4 in table 1 are used to verify the relationship in equation (10). Table 4
shows the calculation and simulation results for the two structures with different
rectangular plate length and air gap depth, but with the same plate width and spring
parameters. Device 4 is designed using the approach in figure 2 to operate identical to
Device 2, at the same working point X=0.8, with the same maximum controllable tilt
angle a=1.3435° and the same applied voltage V,,x7,-.97.5V. This behavior is confirmed
by the simulation and calculation results. By comparing the analytical and M:EMCAD
simulation results, for example, the values of 13Op i n in Table 2, the values of Vp► n
 and apin
in table 3, the values of Y(X) in figure 3 or the values andand apir, in table 4, the
fractional difference is generally found to be smaller than 3%.
IV. EXAMPLE APPLICATION
As an example application, we wish to design an actuator that has a maximum
controllable tilt angle a= 1 ° at working point X=0.95 and applied voltage V,, x=48V. For
this specific application, we choose a plate width b=0.7mm, a plate length a 3=0.7mm,
and a fractional deflection at pull-in O p i n=1. Following the procedure of figure 2, the
required spring constant is found to be K a=2.405x10 -7N•m. Practical fabrication
considerations and the desire for a very flat plate surface require the spring width to be
w=501Am and spring thickness t=51,A,m, thus the spring length 1.11851Am. A folded spring
can be used to achieve this length. The resulting resonant frequency O a is found to be
806Hz. The pull-in angle ap i na-- 1.053°, the electrode length ratio 13a-e0.4404,
dE12.91.,tm and a2a,3081Am.
To compare our design results with a fabricated device, we also consider a full plate
actuator with 0=1. A full plate actuator is easy to construct because the silicon substrate
can be used as the fixed electrode. Using the design approach of figure 2, for this device
apin E0.464° and Vp i n=14.18V. At working point X=0.95, a Va,x=14.16V. Figure
4 shows an optical profilometry image of this device biased at pull-in. The image was
measured using a VEECO NT 3300 system. Fabrication was accomplished using deep
reactive ion etching and ultra thin wafer bonding technology[12]. The finished device
differs slightly from the design, having a measured gap depth of 11.2 1.IM instead of
12.91im. Figure 5 shows the actuated angle and fractional deflection versus applied
voltage, as measured using the profilometer. The fractional deflection near pull-in is
43.75% at V=11.75V which is very close to the theoretical value of 44.04% at a
calculated pull-in voltage of 11.47V for d=11.211m. We also note that a(OV)=0.0463°,
which is the result of the gravity force. This value is very close to the theoretical
prediction of 0.0466°.
V. LIMITATIONS OF THE THEORY
The theory and the equations used in this paper have not considered 1) spring
stiffening, 2) fringing fields and 3) the effect of bending mode actuator movement. Also,
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in the calculation, the angle a, is approximately treated as tan(a). This will give rise to
less than 1% error even at 10°. Of the limitations, the bending mode effect will most
strongly affect the application range of the theory. In order to get a large tilt angle at a
reasonably low applied voltage, the springs need to be as long and thin as possible for a
given plate thickness. However, if the springs are too long, the resulting electrostatic
force induced bending mode movement will decrease the effective gap depth between the
electrodes, decreasing both the pull-in angle and voltage.
For a double clamped structure, the spring constant of the bending mode IC can be
written as
192E/ 3 Ew 3 t t
K =	 (14)
(2/) 3 	2 / 3
where E is the Young's modulus in the direction of bending mode. In this paper, E is
1.31x10 11 Pa for (100) silicon[11]. IC decreases with 1 -3 , whereas K, decreases with 1 -1 .
The resonant frequency of the bending mode f, can be written as
1 K
f  = -  	 (15)27T	 to
where m is the mass of the suspended structure.
To illustrate the effects of spring length on bending mode movement, and its impact
on the simplified design approach of the paper, we have designed three devices A, B, and
C, with target pull-in angles of 2.98, 3.90 and 4.38 degrees, respectively at 100 V. Only
the spring length and gap depth vary. Table 5 shows the pull-in angle and the pull-in
voltage for these three devices determined using both the design approach of the paper
and MEMCAD simulations. Notice that the MEMCAD results predict serious decreases
in the pull-in angle and voltage for the longer springs of Devices B and C.
A measure of the importance of the bending mode compared to the torsion mode can
be obtained by calculating the resonant frequencies for each mode. Table 6 shows fa, fz,
fait., and fractional differences in pull-in angle and voltage using MEMCAD and the
theory in this paper for devices 1((3=0.75), 2, 3, 4, A, B and C. Notice that the fractional
differences in pull-in angle and pull-in voltage are generally small(<3%) when the ratio
of the resonant frequency of the torsion mode to that of the bending mode, fa/ fz , is
small(<0.1%). For devices A, B and C, with longer springs that are more prone to
bending, the fractional differences and the value of f a/ fz become large. The fractional
differences for device C exceed 20%. From the simulation results in tables 5 and 6, we
conclude that a pull-in angle of 4° would be difficult to obtain with w=10pm, t=2grn,
a :3 =200w and b=300mm. In general, the design approach of this paper is useful only for
actuators in which the torsion mode is dominant. For the designs we considered, we find
that for fa/fz<0.1, the fractional difference between analytical calculations and MEMCAD
simulations is <3%.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented several basic equations to describe rectangular electrostatic
torsion actuators, which may give designers a better understanding of their performance.
Based on these equations, a straightforward, angle based design approach has been
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proposed, which can avoid time consuming simulations. The results have been verified
by comparing them with analytical calculations and MEMCAD simulations with
fractional difference smaller than 3% for torsion mode dominant actuators. Also, good
agreement is found by comparison with the measured behavior of a microfabricated full-
plate device.
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Figure captions
Figure 1 A schematic view of a rectangular electrostatic torsion actuator, consisting of
two springs, a movable rectangular plate, and a stationary electrode. a l is the distance
between the axis of torsion to the nearest edge of the electrode plate, a 2 is the distance to
the end of the plate, a 3 is the distance to the end of the proof mass. d is the air gap depth
and b is the width of the rectangular plate.
Figure 2 A schematic view of the design principle. The tilt angle a, the applied voltage
x, the rectangular plate width b, the working point X, the air gap depth d (or the
rectangular plate length a 3 ) and the fractional deflection at pull-in Opin are the input
parameters. The spring parameters, the rectangular plate length or gap depth, the
electrode length a2 and the torsion mode resonant frequency are the output parameters.
Figure 3 Curves of X versus Y for devices 2 and 3 determined using analytical
calculations, MEMCAD simulations and equation (9). X is the ratio of the tilt angle to
pull-in angle. Y is the ratio of the applied voltage to pull-in voltage. For the MEMCAD
simulation of device 3, a 27 node element was used for structure meshing. The node
number is 8478 and the convergence tolerance is 1x10 -3 . The pull-in voltage by the
design approach	 is 166.73V and the pull-in voltage by MEMCAD is
99.16V<V p i n<99.18V(M). The pull-in angle by the design approach is 2.525°, and the
pull-in angle by MEMCAD is 2.537°.
Figure 4 Optical profilometry image of a fabricated, full-plate torsion actuator under test.
The applied voltage is 11.85V and the movable plate is snapped down to the bottom
electrode. w=50pm, t=511m,1=11851.,tm, a 3 =700ium, b=700pm, d= 11.211m and 13=1.
Figure 5 Measured tilt angle a and fractional deflection versus applied voltage for the
actuator in figure 4.
Table captions
Table 1 Design parameters for the devices used to verify the main results of the
theoretical study section of the paper.
Table 2 The calculated fractional deflection O pin , and the product of O pin and the electrode
length ratio f3 for different values of 13, 0.4404, 0.75 and 1, for device 1.
Table 3 Pull-in voltages and angles for devices 1 and 2, determined using full analytical
calculations (a) and MEMCAD simulations (M). The two devices have different
rectangular plate length, air gap depth and electrode length ratio, but they have the same
spring parameters and rectangular plate width. The pull-in voltages are almost the same at
the same pull-in angle.
Table 4 The simulation results for two structures with different rectangular plate length
and air gap depth, but with the same rectangular plate width and spring parameters. At
X=0.8, the applied voltage Va ,x , is approximately equal to the values determined using
equation (10).
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Table 5 Pull-in angle and pull-in voltage for three devices determined using the design
approach of this paper (d) and MEMCAD simulations (M). The design pull-in voltage is
100 V for three different design pull-in angles. The spring length and gap depth vary for
each design.
Table 6 Calculated torsion and bending mode resonant frequencies for the different
devices considered in this paper, and fractional differences in pull-in angle and voltage
determined using the design approach of the paper (d) and MEMCAD simulations (M).
Table 1
1(-1m) w(nn) t(1.1m) a3(.1m) b(tm) d(tm) a2(1m)
Device 1 100 10 3 200 300 10 Variable, a2=a3 13
Device 2 100 10 3 300 300 20 300
Device 3 200 20 3 400 400 25 250
Device 4 100 10 3 	 408.6 300 15 224.7
Table 2
0.1 P=0.75 P=0.4404
,„ 0.4404(64.42V)(a)
0.4381(65.41V)(M)
Meshing and convergence (M):
• 27 node element
• node number: 10608
• Vp i n convergence range:
65.41V<Vpm<65.43V
• Convergence tolerance: 1 x10 -3
0.5872(99.18V)(a)
0.5733(99.16V)(M)
Meshing and convergence (M):
• 27 node element
• node number: 13536
• V • convergence range:pin
99.16V<Vpin<99.18V
• Convergence tolerance: 1x10 -3
1.00005(220.41V)(a)
0.9843(216.04V)(M)
Meshing and convergence (M):
• 27 node element
• node number: 10974
• Vp i n convergence range
216.04V<V - <716 05Vptn	 — 	 •
• Convergence tolerance: 1x10 -3
130 p ,,, 0.4404(a)
0.4381(M)
0.4404(a)
0.4300(M)
0.4404(a)
0.4335(M)
Table 3
Vp in(V) apinC)
Device 1 (P=0.75) 99.18(a)
99.16V<Vp in<99.18V(M)
Meshing and convergence (M):
• 27 node element
• node number: 13536
• Convergence tolerance: 1x10-3
1.6830(a)
1.6418(M)
Device 203=1.0) 99.18V(a)
100.66V<V p i n<100.68V(M)
1.6835(a)
1.6925(M)
Meshing and convergence(M )
• 27 node element
• node number: 12836
• Convergence tolerance: 1x10 -3
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Table 4
Device 2 Device 4 Equation (10)
X 0.8(a) 0.7591(M) 0.8(a) 0.7827(M) 0.8
Y 0.982 0.9686(M) 0.982 0.9788(M) 0.982
0(°) 1.3436(a) 1.2848(M) 1.3435(a) 1.3149(M) 1.3435
V,x(V) 97.4(a) 97.5(M) 97.4(a)_ 97.5(M) 97.5
Op,,, 0.4404(a) 0.4429(M) 0.8(a) 0.7985(M)
ap,„(°) 1.6835(a) 1.6925(M) 1.6835(a) 1.6800(M)
a,,,„(°) 3.821 2.104
0 1 0.55
V ii(V) 99.18(a) 100.66V<Vp in<100.68V(M) 99.21(a) 99.61V<Vp in<99.65V(M)
Meshing and convergence (M):
• 27 node element
• node number: 12836
• Convergence tolerance: 1x10 -3
Meshing and convergence (M):
• 27 node element
• node number: 9876
• Convergence tolerance: 1x 0-3
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Table 5
Device A
w=101„tm, 	 t=21,1m, 	 a3=200grn,
a2=88.081.1m, b=3001.tm
= 74.81im, d=10.41im
Device B
w=l0p,m, 	 t=21,tm, 	 a3=200w,
a2=88.08m, b=300pm
1=390.911m, d=13.4tm
Device C
w=101,1m, 	 t=21.1m, 	 a3=200tm,
a2=88.04tm, b=300tm
1=552.81km, d=15.3p,m
apm, d(°) (design) 2.98 3.90 4.38
apin, m( ° ) (MEMCAD) 2.88 3.26 3.11
Vp in , d(V)(design) 100 100 100
Vpin , M(V)(MEMCAD) 95.41 V<Vp1 <95.43V 86.45V<Vpin<86.46V 76.90V<Vpin<76.92V
Meshing and convergence (M):
• 27 node element
• node number: 7932
• Convergence tolerance: 1x10 -3
Meshing and convergence (M):
• 27 node element
• node number: 12018
• Convergence tolerance: 1x10 -3
Meshing and convergence (M):
• 27 node element
• node number: 6402
• Convergence tolerance: 1x10 -3
Table 6
Device 1 (3=0.75) Device 2 Device 3 Device 4 Device A Device B Device C
fcx 12.0KHz 6.55KHz 4.159KHz 4.12KHz 5.137KHz 3.435KHz 2.889KHz
fz 119.0KHz 97.1KHz 59.4KHz 83.2KHz 42.0KHz 12.6KHz 7.468KHz
fel f, 0.101 0.0675 0.07 0.0495 0.122 0.273 0.387
Fractional difference for amp,
(apin,crapin MVapin,d
2.45% -0.53% -0.47% 0.21% 3.36% 16.41% 29.00%
Fractional difference for V p ,
(Vpin,d-Vpin,M)Npin,d
0.02% -1.49% 2.42% -0.40% 4.59% 13.55% 23.10%
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